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INTRODUCTION 

~ o.:v.> 

The Subject-matter of the Work 

Perhaps there is no other point of S' allkara's 
interpretation of the Upanishads which has given rise to 
so many differences of opinion from his owri followers 
as well as adverse critics, as the immediate Vision of 
Atman and its direct means.(l) Is the so called vision 
a sort of immediate realization achieved through 
meditation and Samadhi or is it the resultant knowledge 
that dawns directly from the teaching of Vedantic texts 
about Atman ? (2) What is S~rava1!a ? (3) Is Manana 

(Vedantic ReaSOning) of the same type as reasoning 
employed in discussions regarding empirical 
phenomena, or is it something totally different in kind? 
(4) Why do S'aUkara and other Advaitic Vedantins 
repudiate Tarka (ratiocination) and yet indulge in 
reasoning about Atman themselves ? (5) Is 
Nididhyasanam a sort of meditation (Upasana) on the 
Atman as taught by the Upanishads or something of a 
different nature? (6) D0es this last means lead to Samadhi 
(Trance) wherein the true nature of Atman is directly 
realized, or is the so-called Vision of Atman altogether 
different from that achieved in Samadhi taught by 
Patanjali or other Yogic Systems ? (7) Are all the three 
means to be practised in succession before the Vision 
of Atman is attained, or can anyone of them lead to 



the vision itself ? (8) What is MOksha or Immortality to 
be achieved by this Vision of Atman ? Is it an end to 
be reached in this very life, or is it an eschatological 
result ? These and other questions have puzzled many 
a scholar who has studied the various interpretations of 
S' allkara. The controversy among the followers of 
S' allk~a cannot be supposed to have subsided ~ven 
to-day, for the view of Pandits of Vedantic lore depends 
on the branch of S'allkara's interpretation-such as the 
Vivar~a and the Bhamati-on which each one of them 

relies as more authoritative. Such is the subject-matter 
of the work now presented to the reader. Yet it is not 
to be discarded as merely of academic interest. For, it 
concerns the very summum bonum of life to attain which 
every earnest enquirer into the teachings of Vedanta 
aspires. 

The Attitude of the Present Writer 

As a firm believer in the truth of S' allkara's Vedanta 
I have taken the proclamation of the Kathaka S'ruti at 
its face value :-

~~~~~:I 
~ ~ \ic:cJj(lIc:c~j~II~'1'l II 

"When all the knots of the heart are untied, then and 
there the mortal man becomes immortal. This is the whole 
teaching." Kii. 6-15. 



Yajnavalkya also winds up his teching by declaring 
'~ &t"CIiijdtei'(', 'Omy so much, my dear, is the 
teaching concering Immortality.' I am fully convinced 
that Yiijnavalkya was speaking the eternal truth 
according to his conviction. He was referring to a 
universal truth when he said 'amqR ~ ~ ~ 1M 
~ ¢ ~ ~' '. 'When, my dear, Atman is seen, 
heard ~out, reflected upon and contemplated on, all 
this universe becomes known.' (Br. 4-5-6). I have, 

-therefore, stuck to the teaching of Sf aDkara when he 
says that when any person is concerned with the enquiry 
into the nature of Brahman as the universal Self, he has 
to rely on Vedintic texts, not as an authority to be 
believed in; but to be verified by intuition also supported 
by Vedintic ReaSOning (~ W-~ v:cr 1flnlJI1l.i 
~ ?J('4I~413'tCiI~41l 4¥:1I<awt~ '5I1nU11{ I) 

The Method Adopted in this Work 

As iII. my rece~t work 'Sf ankara's Clarification of 
Certain Vedantic Concepts', I have not omy defined and 
explained what Dars'ana, S'rava'(ta, Manana and 
Nididhyasana mean according to the Upanishads as 
interpreted by Sf aDkara, but also quoted directly from 
Sf allkara, mostly from the Siitra-Bhashya, for my 
interpretation of the Upanishadic teaching regarding 
Intuition of Atman and its means. 

I have also shown where and how the 
sub-commentaries are not omy in conflict with one 



another, but also in direct opposition to S' aDkara~ by 
produ\ing necessary vouchers from S'aDkara's classical 
works ~d the respective sub-commentaries. The line of 
argument adopted appeals not only to the original 
writings of these commentors as compared with the 
Bhashya, but also to reason based upon universal 
intuition. 

The Contents 

The Table of Contents would convince any critical 
reader, I hope, that I have fairly· exhausted all the 
important points that deserve to be discussed in 
connection with the t€l\tching regarding knowledge of 
Atman. The last section is expected to recapitulate all 
the relevant teachings of the Upanishads which would 
enable the enquirer who would be eager to have a 
constructive view of S'aDkara's &ystem on the subject. 

Conclusion 

The Copy-Right of the work has been made over 
entirely to Adhyatma Prakasha KaryaIaya Committee, 
Holenarsipur as usual. My NaraYcq1a Smar~ams~to all 
those that have c<H)perated in making the production 
a success, and especially to Adhyatma Prakasha Press 
and Sri· Swami Brahmanandendra Saraswati and Sri K. 
G. Subraya Sharma, Private Secretary, for their 
assistance in reading the proof-sheets. 

SWAMI SATCHIDANANDENDRA SARASWATI 
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THE VISION OF ATMAN 

SECTION ONE 

TIlE INTRODUCTORY EPISODE 

Yajnavalkya's Renunciation 

1. There was a time when all over this country 
there were eager souls filled with seething enthusiasm 
for the acquisition of knowledge of Truth and Reality. 
There were hungry seekers prepared to go to the very 
ends of the earth if need be to find a wise teacher who 

. could initiate them into the mysteries of God, the soul 
and the world. Learned men thronged at the courts of 
kings who delighted in arranging for discussions and 
debates concerning Reality. Kings and emperors humbly 
sat at the feet of wise sages whose company was found 
to be edifying and inspiring. 

It was on one of such eventful occasions that 
Yajna:valkya. a great sage, decided to renounce all his 
wealth and pomp of mundane life to retire into solitude. 
He had won the covetable prize set apart for the best 
of knowers of Brahman in a contest of debate organized 
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by KingJanaka ofVideha, who was a royal sage greatly 
renowned for his interest in Vedanta. Yajnavalkya's 
laurels won at that contest consisted of a thousand cows 
decked with gold of five Padas on each of the horns. 
The sage had two wives Maitreyi and Katyayani. He was 
a great K ulapati teaching a number of students of Veda 
under his care. But in his estimate~' contemplation on 
Brahman in solitude was worth more than all the wealth 
and comfort that worldly life could promise, and so he 
chose to enter the order ~f Paramahamsa·Parivrajakas. 
The Maitreyi-Brahm~a depicts the episode and the 

dialogue between this -great seer and his wife Maitreyi. 

Yajnavalkya and Maitreyi 

2. The introductory portion of the narrative is 
significant and qUite in fitting with the seriousness of the 

subject-matter discussed in the BrahmaJ;la. The sage 

proposes to arrange for a partition of property between 
his elder wife Maitreyi and her co-heiress Katyayani 

before going to homelessness. But that worthy spouse 

asked him whether she could hope to become immortal 

even if the whole earth nlled with its wealth came to 

her lot. "No", replied Yijnavalkya, "you could settle . 

yourself comfortably like any other person commanding 
all the accessories to an easy life. As for immortality, 
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you have no chance of having it through acquisition of 

wealth." "Very well, then, what shall I do with that 

through which I could not become immortal ? Please 

do instruct me in that wisdom in which yow- revered 

~elf is well- versed". 

Yajnavalkya was immensely pleased with this reply, 

and said, "You have become dearer than ever to me 

by offering such an agreeably. surprising reply; come on 

then, sit beside me and try to understand what I expound 

to you regarding this matter". 

Si~ficance of the Narrative 

3. What is the purpose of this introductory 

narrative inserted at the very commencement of the 

Brahma~a ? EVidently the Upanishad wants us to know 

that there is one thing worth knowing whose worth is 

more than all the wealth stored up in this world. Wealth 

acquired here can give us a comfortable life and we can 

hope to get to the highest heaven by virtue of sacrifices 

performed with the help of wealth. But for immortality, 

the knowledge of the supreme Atman, renunciation and 

direct vision of Atman alone would help us and nothing 

else. That Yajnavalkya is ready to give up all his wealth 

for the sake of gaining contact with Atrnan is one 
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incontestable evidence to show that renunciation of the 

idea of possession is a proximate means to the highest 

goal of human life. And that Maitreyi rejects her portion 

of wealth and prefers the knowledge of Atman, and that 

¥cijnavalkya imparts that holy wisdom to a woman who

is not qualified to perform any Karma (ritual), is another 

indication that renunciation and dispassionateness both 

qualify a person to look inward and see Atman of all. 



SECTION TWO 

ATMAN TO BE SEEN 

The Dearest of All 

4. It is very interesting to find how skilfully 
Ycijnavalkya begins with the topic of conjugal affection 
most familiar to the man of the world and deftly leads 
his wife to an analysis of the notion of the individual 
self which all human beings instinctively love most. of 
all. 

'{f ~ ;r err at{ 'I«!: ~ .'Qftr: f5p;it ~ 
~ CIiTlmf 'Qftr: f5p;it ~ I ;r err aft ~ 
CIiTlmf ~ ~ \iq('QI(q"~ ~ ~ ~ ~I 
~. err aft ~ ~ ~: ~ ",q~'(q"~ CIi1'1l1(f 

~: ~ 'lCIf.a I ;r en aft ~ CIi1'1l1(f fcffi m 
\iq('Q'1:iI4~ CIi1'1l1(f ·fcffi m ~ I ;r err aft ~ 
CIi1'1l1(f~: ~ ",q~I(q4~ CIi1'1l1(f~: ~ ~I 
~ err aft ~: ~ Qr fiI<t \iq('Qkq .. ~ ~ Qr 
m ~ I ~ err aft ~ CIi1'1l1(f ~ m \iq('Q11:iI4~ 
CIi1'1l1(f ~ m ~ I ;r err aft ~ ~ .-: 
~ \iq~I(q4~ CIi1'1l1(f .-: ~ ~ I ~ ~ at{ 

~ ~ ~: ~ ",q~I(q4~ CIi1'1l1(f ~: ~ 
~I ~ err aft ~ CIi1'1l1(f ~: ~ ",q~'(q4~ 
CIiTlmf ~: ~ 'lCIf.a I ;r err aft ~ i:liT1mt 
~ fi1mfUT \4q"f4l("qot~ ~ ~ wmtrT ~I 
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;r err an ~ ~ ri 'fiT4 \tCl('4k44~ ~ 
ri flp,i ~ II 

The above-cited passage shows how one's own self 
is naturally dearer than anything else. It is well-known 
that a wife is ready to sacrifice everything else for the 
sake of her husband, whom she naturally calls her 
dearest But yet, the sage calls Maitreyi's attention to the 
fact that the husband is dear to the wife, not because 
she loves him most, but only because he happens to be 
her husband and she loves her own self more than even 
her husband whom she usually styles her 'dearest'. The 
husband, in his tum calls his wife his m~st beloved, 
and this is so only because she happens to be his wife; 
and he loves her only next to himself. The wife of course 
cannot be dearer to him than himself. 

Then the sons that one considers dearer than all 
other things, are dear because they are the offspri!J,g of 
that couple, more especially because th.ey are one's own 
children, the children of the father or the mother as 
either of them would view the matter. In this case also . -
one's own self is dearer than the children or even one's 
spouse. Next to the children comes the wealth that 
one regards as his own and holds dearer than other 
things. It goes without saying that wealth comes only 
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next in rank to 'the family for whose benefit it has been 

acquired. The family would be prepared to sacrifice all 

this precious wealth if such a sacrifice were needed to 

save the interest of the members of the household; and 

the family itself, as we have already seen, is dear only 

next to one~s own self. Then the cattle are dear only 

because they are necessary for one's own family and 

wealth, and much less so than one' own self. One's 

superior caste such as Briihm~a-hood or one's 

Kshatriya clan dearer as it is than other castes, is ~ear 

only because it is one's caste which qualifies one to 

perform certain religiOUS rites. The other worlds 
which one aspires , to reach and reap the benefits of the 

religiOUS works which one has performed here, are dear 

because they are the privileges of one's oWn cast~, and 

the gods whom one is very particular to please through 

sacrifices for the sake of attaining the heavenly worlds, 

are similarly dear for one's own sake and not for the 

sake of the , gods themselves. Even the very Vedas 
according to whose injunctions the gods are to be 

worshipped are not dear for their sake, but obViously 

for one's own sake. Nor are any other beings-from 
. the highest Brahma (HiraJ;lyagarbha) down to the lowest 

tuft of grass, dear for their sake, but only for the sake 

of one's own self. In a word, everything that one 
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holds dear, counting from the most distantly related 
down to the nearest kith and kin, is dear not for its sake, 
but for one's sake. It is clear that man has clean forgotten 

and neglected his own self while he is immersed in the 

thought of external beings and things. 

Xtman Alone is. Worth Seeing 

5. Having drawn Maitreyi's attention to the most 
lovable nature of the self, Yajnavalkya exhorts her to 
make an earnest effort to see her own all-important self: 

arnqJ (fi an ~: ~ ~ f.tfGSQlfedOQ: 
~~ail(qf .. ~ ~ ~ W ~ ~ ~ ~ 
II ~ II 

roman alone, my dear, is to be seen. He is to be heard 
about, reflected upon and ascertained 0 Maitreyi, Atrnan 
having been seen, heard about, reflected upon and known, 
all this becomes known." 

The true import of this piece of advice has to be 
exactly understood before we proceed further; for, upon 
correctly understanding it alone one would be able to 

follow the s~bsequent argument. In the first place, wh~ 
exactly is meant by the statement 'Atman alone is to be 
seen'? And who is that Atman that is exhorted here to 
be seen ? Is it the well-known 'self' as understood by 
th~ common man, or even the self that is taught by the 
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ritual portion of the Vedas, or some one else ? In any 
case, how is that Alman to be seen ? 

The Problem 

6. This question is of the utmost importance 

because ~navalkya has declared at the very beginning 
that Alman is to be seen in order to attain immortality, 

and he has further maintained that by the knowledge 
of this Atman, all this, the whole objective sphere of 
knowledge becomes known. This, to say the least, is 
very puzzling. For, how can one expect to attain 

immortality by knowing himself ? And further more, 
how can the knowledge of the knower, the subjective 
knOwing self, help one to know all that is objective as 

well ? 

Which is the iUman to be Seen? 

7. On the face of it, the knowledge o(the self as 

known to the common man, can never lead one to 

achieve either of the above- mentioned results. It is too 

well-known that the common man has too vague an idea 

of his self. He believes no doubt that he exists and has 

something he calls his self, but he has never bestowed 

any thought upon the true nature of that self; from birth 

to death, he is absorbed in the thought of objective 

phenomena with some one which he identifies himself 
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from moment to moment, except for temporary torpor 

or deep sleep. It is obvious that Yajnavalkya never for 

a moment thought of this fancied self when he said that 

by the knowledge of the ~tman everything else becomes 

known . 

. 8. It seems plausible, however, that he may have 

had the Vedic transmigratory self in his mind, when he 

asked Maitreyi to know the ~tman in particular Jo attain 

immortality and be able to know everything else. This 

prima facie view has been put forward in the 

Vakyanvaya-Adhikara1}a (Topic taken up for discussion 

in 4-19 of the first chapter of the Vedanta-Mimamsa p. 

169). The individual self could very well be meant here, 

because it is well-known in common life that everything 

else is dear to us for the sake of one's own self. The 

statement that everything becomes known by the 

knowledge of the ~tman, may be explained away as 

merely figurative, since objective things may well be 

considered to have been known by the knowledge of 

their experiences to whom they are subservient. But this 

view is not tenable either, because nowhere do we find 

it stated that by the knowledge of the individual self 

immortality can be attained, nor is it possible in the 

primary sense of the expression that by knOwing the 
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individual self everything becomes known. And it is not 

proper to take words in a figurative sense where the 

primary sense is available. As a matter of fact we do 

know from S'rutis and Sm}:1:is that immortality is 

attainable only through the knowledge of the supreme 

Atman. 

Brahman as the Supreme lUman 

9. Moreover, we are obliged to admit that the 
Brahman or the Highest Atman alone is meant here, by 
a glance at the very next Kandika here. For it reads 
thus: 

Qr ct ~~ Qr .~ ~ ct ~~

SSNof: ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ 

~~~~~~~S~ 
~ ~ 'FflR ct ~~ ~ ~ ~ ct 
~~:~~~~~~~ 

~acn~~~~ II \9 II 

"The Bra.bm~a caste rejects rum wno thinks that the 

Brahmapa caste is other than ~tman; the Kshatriya caste rejects 

him who thinks that the Kshatriya caste is other than ~tman. 
The heavenly worlds reject him who thinks that the heavenly 
worlds are other than ~tman. The gods reject him who thinks 
that the gods are other than ~tman. The Vedas reject him 
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who thinks that the Vedas are other than 1\:tman. Creatures 
reject him who thinks that creatures are other than 1\:tman. 
Everything rejects him who thinks that everything is other than 
1\:tman. This Brahmapa caste, this Kshatriya caste, these 

heavenly worlds, these gods, these Vedas, these creatures, this 
. everything is what is (really) ~tman." 4-5- 7. 

This passage clearly means that what is commonly 
thought to be other than Atman is really Atman alone 
and nothing else. It is this Atman whose knowledge 
according to Yajnavalkya results in the knowledge of 
the reality underlying everything. 

Can lUman be Seen at all ? 

10. But how is Atman to be seen at all ? That is 

the most crucial question. Yajnavalkya says that Atman 

having been seen, ' heard about, reflected upon and 

ascertained, everything here becomes known inasmuch 

as he considers that there is nothing other than Atman. 

But what is meant by saying that Alman is to be seen? 

The word 'Atma' means one's own self. If so, how can 

anyone see, hear about, reflect upon and ascertain the 

true nature of one's own self? Surely the subjective self 

cannot become its own object ? This doctrine of 

non-duality of the subject and. object seems so palpably 

self-conflicting that Veaantins of the other schools 'Say 

that it is absurd to think Brahman has to know itself to 
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attain the highest goal, and therefore maintain that the 

Upanishads do teach some sort of dualism according to 

which the individual soul has to know Brahman and 

devoutly meditate upon God who is distinct and different 

from the devotee to attain salvation. We have therefore 

to see what solution the non-dualists have to offer to . . 
obviate this seeming difficulty. 

The Doctrine of Direct Vision 

11. Teachers who believed in the perfect identity 
of the individual self in the state of release and the 
Supreme Self, propounded the 40ctrine of direct vision 
~ long before the time of S'aDkara: 

Bhartr-prapaiicha, for instance, whose doctrines are 
frequently criticized in the Brhadaraf!.yaka Bhashya, 
stood by this doctrine. In his explanation of a passage 
(Br. 4-2-4) this teacher in discussing the possible meaning 
of the sentence ,~ (qf .liU"lal~Ci("Cf4 ~ ':fr ~ 
~ (May fearlessness come to you, 0 ~nava1kya, 
to you, revered one, who have taught us fearlessness!), 
poses the question 'How· is it that J anaka prays for the 
attainment of fearlessness by his teacher, who must have 
already attained fearlessness inasmuch as the sage has 
himself bestowed fearlessness on the king ? 
Bhartr-prapancha solves the difficulty (Br. Va. 101, T.p. 
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135) by the remark ~ ql~C!j~"i ~ ; ;r g 
~ I (Fearlessness has been attained indeed by 

~navalkya, it is not unattained; but it has not been 

directly visioned).l 

12. Writers of sulxommentaries on S' aUkara's 

Bhishya finnly believe in this tenet that it is not enough 

to know the meaning of the Upanishadic text teaching 

the identity of the individual and the Supreme Atman, 

but over and above that knowledge it is quite necessary 
to have direct experience of that identity. The author 

of the Pancha-padika, for example, writes as follows :-

3'iCjI"iI~CsN ~ ~QH:j'ilfC4(jI~q{aS~-

~~~II li. 1fT. ~\9~-\9\9,\(. 

"Here by the word Avagati (in the Bhashy~) is m~ant 
direct experience; butJnana (mere knowledge) is also possible 
in the case of what is remote and not within the range of direct 
experience. Even in the case of what is proximate, when the 
object is regarded as improbable, we have already remarked 
that judgment is inconclusive." PP. pp. 773-774. 

1. This is one of the numerous excerpts from 
Bharlr-prapancha interspersed in lIDanda-Giri's TIka on the 

Brhadirapyaka V-artika. 
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[It is worthy of note that this writer apprehends that even 
direct experience may s9metimes be questionable.1 

And vackaspati Mis'ra in his Bhamati, the 

sub-commentary on the Sutra-Bhashya, writes :-

(~) ;r W-~ ~, fci; 9 ~ ~ 
~ at~4lfijQ4ori ~;qli"!U~1 ~: 'd II 

'!If. 'lIT. '1R. \9\9. 

"Not mere knowledge alone is. desired but that which 
leads to Avagati or sakshatkara (direct experience). That which 
culminates in Avogati is the object of the desire denoted by 
the suffIX san " 

[This is the e~planation of the Siitra-Bhashya which reads 

~~~~:~" SB.I-I-I 

V~on of lUman According to the 
Siitra Bbashya and the vartika 

13. Is this view of7ftma-dars'ana (VisionofAtrnan) 

correct ? We have to c.arefully sift out the true and the 

false not merely on the evidence of the S'ruti and 

trustworthy authority, but also by an appeal to universal 

intuition and reason based upon it. Even today, there 

. are many great Vedantins of repute who affirm that the 

knowledge of A1rnan based upon Vedic texts is only 

mediate, and that it cannot be final until it is raised to 

the level of what they call 'realization'. 
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The Genuine Xtman 

14. Let us revert to' a consideration of the true 

nature of Atrnan, for, that would be· of great help in 

deciding the question, whether or not Annan can be 

seen directly. We have seen that the Upanishads declare 
that the true Atrnan is only one, and distinct from the 
individual Atrnan who is the object of the notion of I 
(~')(N4rCiq4:) and who is experienced by each one of 
us in our body. The true Atman is'untouched by this 
individual Atrnan and the psychic set seemingly owned 
by it. None of the Prama:T),as (valid means of knowledge) 

can objectify even the familiar individual self, for the 
simple reason that it is Atrnan who uses the means to 
ascertain the nature of anything objective. As S' wara 
says :-

;r 1ffiI'T ~: Cii~f~df(q~f~4(q1( I ;r 1;ffi1rr 

amq;f: ~ ~ I ~ fW ~ 
SiqIUII0C4Sif~""q4m4~ ~ I ;r 8IIChI~III(~4: ~: 
Siqlulf.1~: ~: 4i .. ~~~q4iiiQ~ I amqr ~ 
SiqIUlif({cqct6IU~4(q1( -snircr SiqiUlif~cqct61{i( ~ I 

;r ~ ~ ~ I ~fW ~~, 
;r ~ I If ~ fW f.roctiaf, $' ~ ~ I ;r 
61lqitw4q(1 .... 1 ~ I ~ '~ ~ ~ 
~, at8qctld\dq<i\dd~ iiQilfijqq,qi:U:U.ICiq=tI.ICiCit if 

~' '('Qd\CiHI.,dqdql;fiU4.UOCMNqNN ~ ;r 
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~,~(;:q$4'~Sfur; .. ~ I ~ 
ilOOilC4~N ~ ~ ~ C4dq'''~iI'C4'G;:qIiJ'~iI'C4(ij 
en ~ ~ ~ " ~. qf. ~-~-\9, lR. ~~~ 

"Atman, as is well known, is nothing extraneous to 
anyone, for he is self-established. Atman indeed, does not 
become known to himself depending for his knownness on 
any Pramitta; for, it is for him that perception and other means 
of knowledge are employed for establishing the existence of 
an object unknown. No one supposes that ether and other 
things are self-proven without the help of the means of 
knowledge. Atman, on the other hand, being the basis of the 
idea of means of knowledge etc., is presupposed even before 
the idea of means of knowledge etc. Nor is the denial of such 
an entity possible; for, only something extraneous can be 
denied, but not one's own essential nature. For, the very person 
who would be the denier, is verily his essential nature. Surely, 
the essential nature of fire cannot be denied by fire itself ? 
Also, as one thinks 'It is I thit now know something in the 
present time, it is I myself that knew somethmg in the past 
and something in the remoter past, and it is I myself that will 
know something in future and something in some more distant 
future', there is no change (conceivable) in the knower even 
when the knowable changes as past, future or present; for, the 
knower is of an eternally present nature. So also even when 
the' body is reduced to ashes, there is no destruction or change 
in nature conceivable in the case of Atman." I 

SBh. 2-3-7, p. 268.' 

l. It would appear that the reading of the original could 
be construed without difficulty if there were no second in this 
sentence. 
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Xtman as Self-existent 

15. The self-existent nature of the genuine Self as 
distinct from the body and the psychic set and its 

un-objectlliability, is thus revealed in the S'ruti :-

(~) aM ~: ~ 4i~CI~fd' ~ 
~ ~ amqr ~cO"d~~ ~ (f 
amqr ~: ~ ~ ~ 1.[: ~ lnfUffir 
~ (f amqr ~ ms QA .. iQifOifd ~ (f amqr ~ 
m ~ CiQ'jf.mr ~ (f amqr ~ 1.[ dGi4.nGiRfd 
~ (f amqr ~ ~ (f amqr ~: II 

"Then Ushasta, the son ofCakra asked him, 'Yajnavalkya' 
said he, 'explain to me the Brahman, actually immediate,that 
which is the innermost Self. 'This is your lttman, the innermost 
of all.' 'Which is this inne~ost of all, Yajnavalkya ?' 'Who 
breathes out with the Prima, He is your lttman, the innermost 
of all; Who breathes in with the Apana. He is your lttman, 
the innermost of all; who functions in all directions with the 
Vyana. He is your lttman innermost of all; who breathes up 
with the Udana, He is your 1llinan. the innermost of all This 
is your lttman, the innermost of all" Br. 3-4-1. 

~ ~ ~ r~t(jiGJi ~ 
$t!lClqa(tifijQfGe <qcffir ~ ~ 1.[ amqr 

~ it ~ (f amqy~: ~ ~ 
~: i ;r~~¥:JJfmrt~;r~ 
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~ ;r fCij~i~fC4~H'1I(~: I ~ (f amqr~

~m~~11 !. ~-'g-~. 

"That Ushasta, son of Cakra said, 'you have spoken of 
it as one might have said', 'such and such is an ox', 'such and 
such is a horse'. Explain to me the actually immediate Brahman 
itself, the irunost Self', 'This is your ~tman irunost of all'. 
'Which is he, Yajnavalkya, the irunost of all ?' , 'You cannot 
see the seer of the sight; you cannot think the thinker of 
thinking; you cannot hear the hearer of hearing; you cannot 
understand the understander of understanding. This is your 
irunost Self, everything else than this is perishable!' Thereupon 
Ushasta, son of Cakra, kept quiet" Br. 3-4-2. 

In the second of t~ese texts, it is stated in the clearest 

terms possible that the innermost Self of everyone is that 

which objectifies even the organs of sight, hearing, 

thinking and understanding. It is evident then that the 

Supreme Self whose knowledge leads to immortality, 

cannot be seen, heard, reflected upon, or understood 

in the ordinary sense of these words. 

lUman as Witness 

16. We may now turn to another text which throws 

abundant light on the intrinsic nature of the Self: 

(~) t((fii&iQiaU:;f: ~: ~ ~ ~ 
~II ~.~-n 
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"The one Deva (Shining One) hidden in all beings, 
all-pervading, the inmost Self of all creatures, the 
superintendent of actions, the in-dweller in all beings, the 
Witness, the conscious one, alone, without any qualities. ~ 

Sve.6-11. 

We learn here that this Atman is ~: 'Deva', 

sell-resplendent and is 'One' co'mmon to all creatures 

(~, not only to all men. Yet he is ~:, 'hidden', 

as it were, till one succeeds in knOwing him immediately. 

He is ~ all-pervading, not restricted to anyone 

spot or any particular point of time. He is not only in 

all creatures, but also ~. 'the inner Sell of all 

creatures' . He is not the same as the seeming sell which 

is an agent of actions and experiencer of the fruits of 

actions; He is ~:. the superintendent of actions, 

the dispenser of the fruits of actions to the emp'irieal 

agents who are bound by their several actions and results 

thereof. He is ~:, the in-dweller in all the 

bodies of creatures, unaffected by the defects or good 

features of those bodies. He is __ • the eternally 

changeless Witness of all changeful things, good, bad 

or indifferent, high or low, happy or miserable, ever 

unaffected by those features of these creatures. He is 

~:, the conscious one unlike the not-selves. Nay more, 

he is~. the One without a second, for, the objective 
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things witnessed are no more than appearances of which 

he is the one real substrate. He is f.rTIr I devoid of any 

qualifying adjuncts and therefore not liable to any 

change in his essential nature. 

The Interpretation of S'rutis 
Which Teach the Vision of Atman 

17. We now arrive at the crucial question. How 

are we to interpret the S'ruti texts which teach that 

Atman is to be seen, heard about, reflected upon, or to 

be ascertained as he is ? How can there be a 

subject-object relation within an entity which has no 

conceivable parts whatever ? Here is .S' ankara'.s reply 

to this question :-

(~) ~s~ mf: (1'iC1H~aflQf4f'lJi 
~ ~tilf!!Otr.HI(q('CtI(q('Cjf~ ffifcnir ~: I ~ 

~ss~sfq amm '~s~:', '~ 
~.I '~. ~., ,w:ffit ~.' '~ 
~;'-~ ~I ~ v,q ~ 
~: ~ ~ W ~ err 'Msmsfur 
w' (t. ~-\9-~~) ~ I mItJH'fCIf~E1I
Qif~('1Ii0Ii1{(((, ~fci~HI(qI@lI~o<o(: I <mT 

~ 1~OIlQiI!illqfuilti('1: ~ v,q ~ 
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q{ql?I(&«f) ~S;q':1 ~ err QelChI~ml aqlfilq~f,:uill<G

ql~Hqf(f,:uil ~S;q': II ~. 'll. ~-~-~\9, lIT. ~'\. 

"A:tman .. even while not swerving from his A:tman-nature, 

is seen in ordinary life to be mis-conceived by people to be 

identical with body and other not-self objects, owing to want 

of correct knowledge of his true nature. To A:tman himself 

who has thus become identified with body and other not-selves; 

it is conceivable that A:tman is spoken of: in terms implying 

difference of the subject and object, as '~ught · and to be 
sought', 'unattained and to be attained', 'unheard about and 

to be heard about', 'not reflected upon and to be reflected 

upon', 'unascertained and to be ascertained' and so on. From 

the standpOint of Reality, however, a seer or hearer other than 

the omniscient Supreme Lord is negated in texts like 'There 

is no seer besides this' 
(Br .. 3-7-23) 

"The Supreme Lord1' however, is other than the 

embodied agent and eXperiencer super-imposed by AVidya, 

known by the name of Vijnanatman (the knOwing self). This 

is in the same way that other than the (apparent) magician 

ascending up the sky i?y a rope with a·sword and shield, there 

is the same real magician standing on the floor; or in the same 

way that other than the jar-space limited by an associating 

adjunct, there is space unlimited by any associating adjunct" 

SBh. 1-1-17, p. 39. 
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Unlike the Advaitins belonging to the pre-S' atlkara 

and post-S' ankara schools, S' atlkara discusses the 

doctrine of seeing, hearing of, reflecting upon and 

knowing the true Atman without any assumption that 
there is any actual seeing, hearing of, reflecting upon or 
knowing of Atman as an object According to him, the 

distinction of the ]Iva from Brahman as well as the 
enquiry into the true nature of Atman is only in the 

empirical sphere pr~ected l?y Avidya. 

18. We shall now quote from the Upadesa-sahasri, 
a few verses which disclose what S' ankara the author of 

that work, has to say with regard to Anuhhava or direct 

intuition of Atman : 

(1) ~ ~~cd3qcm·q.tI I 

~~~~:~:II 
~. ~,-~~" 

"The seeing ~trnan himself could be intuited by himself 
as He is of the nature of intuition. The birth of the modification 
of the mind with its semblance, is called His Anubhava 

(intuition of the self.)" Upa. 18-195: 

[Since everything is known through the light of 

Consciousness which is the vel)' stuff of what should be called 
canubhava' in the strict sense of the word, there can be no 
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intuition of Intuition itsel~ in the same way as no other light 

can be ~agined to show light to itself. Empirically speakine 

however, the modification of the mind which makes its 

appearance when one says 'I have now known my real self', 

is metaphorically called 'intuition' by Veaanlins.] 

,(2) ~~~: i&fbJ«I(q;fl ~ I 
~ ~ fct~lal(f .. ra ~: II 

~. ~t-~~o . 

. "No direct experience of :roman other than this, is 
conceivable. For, the S'ruti -says 'It is unknown to those who 
know it (objectively), (Ke.2-3) 'With what,my dear, can on~ 
know the knower ?' Br· 4-5-15)" -Upa. 18-210 

'[These t~o texts declare that 1ttman can never be 
objectified by knowledge. Hence the only intuition of 1ttman, 
is to know that we are the Wlobjectifiable 1ttman whose 
changeless essence of consciousness lights up everything else.] 

(~)~~~ml 
~~~~~~II 
a "if ~ "if ~ (111' 1A'?) ~ tIW -..) ~:I 
1'~~~~:~m: II 

~. q~.f" (g. 

"The YOgin who sees the concept in which the 
semblance of ~tman is reflected, vel)' much like one's own 
image in the-Iooking- glass, thinks that the ~tman is seen there. 
He who knows him as well as the delusive c~ncept to be no 
other than the Seeing Witness, that person, verlly, is the best 
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of YOgms and not the other one. There is no doubt about 
this." 

Upa. 12-6, 7. 

(The YOgin who believes that he has realized the 1ttman 
ill a particular modification of the mind, does not know the 
truth. The fact is that the knower as well as the known, is a 
semblance of 1ttman in the modification of the mind. Both 
are superimpositions on the Witness, and are essentially that 
Witness and nothing else.) 

(~) Fq~M4~ ~ ~ ('CIf4ifgTJOM W: I 

~ ~ .~~ 1]1n II 

" 'That one art thou, who is the understander of the 
understanding' so says the S'ruti (Br. 3-4-2). Since this is so, 
that alone is the intuition of the Atman; any intuition other 
than that, is-false." 

Upa.12-8. 

[Any understanding through a faculty of the intenect can 
be only that of the not-self; it can never be that of the real 
Self. To intuit one's Self as the witness of understanding, is 
the only intuition worth the name:) 

(5) ~8*-dhql('u4 ~ ~ Tl I 

~~~~:~~II 
~. ~~-~'g •. 
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"He who thinks that the 1ttman is the ego, and the knower, 
is no knower of1ttman at all. He who knows otherwise, is the 

(true) knower of1ttman." Upa.I4-24. 

[The self which answers to the notion of the 'I' and is 

the knower of objects, is not the real1ttman at all. He is the 
real knower who knows that 1ttman is n~er a knower nor 
an agent of any action.) 

(~) an~kit~fdql ~ afl~ql{qR lPia' I 

~sfuf ~ W;i ~ ~ II 
~. ~~-~o. 

"Enkmdled by the light of consciousness of 1ttman, the 
intellect imagines that it has consciousness within itself, and 
thinks that there isno other knower. Now this delusion belongs 
to the intellect." Upa.I6-6O. 

[Consciousness is no attribute of1ttman, but is essentially 
the nature of 1ttman himself.) 

19: The foregoing quotations suffice to show that 

according to S' ankara's tradition Atman cannot be 

known by anyone of the faculties of the mind or directly 

visualized. Atman is of the very essence of consciousness 

which is in no need of being lighted up to be seen. To 

intuit this, is to see Atman. 



SECTION THREE 

REFLECTION AND REASON 

The Real Self is One's Own Self 

20. We have so far discussed the meaning of the 
term Vision (~ of ~tman. It is no ordinary seeing 
with some one of the faculties 'If the mind, but directly 
intuiting the Self by oneself as the Self. It is just what 
another text (Br. 4-4-23) recommends thus :-

"Therefore one who knows thus , shall become 
self-controlled, with his senses tamed, free from all outward 
activity, enduring pairs of opposites and tranquillized, and see 
his self in the (real) Self alone." 

Br.4-4-23. 

21. The meaning of~: (to be heard about), 
is now clear. ~tman being one's very self, one needs 
only to be told so, and at the very instant of the teaching 
of the Sfruti or the preceptor about its nature, one sees 
the Self in himself, giving up all other delusory notions 
that one is something else. As Sf ankara says :-
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q~iiISlQ~Sfir '~ ~ 'ri:' ~~-
'4lfdf:tq~"tI""'qiCi ~ (1~6Itl1~*Uilifflq~Q~"t 
"\imfu;;f"lIf-<if~chPl"t~q,q ~ II 

lI·m. ~-~-~, 'QT. ~~ 

"The mere reminder of one's being the non-trans
migratory Self, would be fruitful by wiping off the delusory 
notion that one is an indMdual self suffering from the ills of 
mWldane life; in the same way as reminding one that a 
particular phenomenon is only a rope and not a setpent, would 
be effective in dispelling all fear due to the delusion." 

SBh. 1-1-4, p. 13. 

Of course even such a reminder would not have 
been needed, if the human mind had not been naturally 
oppressed by an obsession which compelled it to look 
outwards for the solution of every problem of life. 

Manana or Reflection 

22. We may now pass on to .consider the 
significance of the exhortation lRrclr: (should be 
reflected upon). The root lR ('mun') means to think; 
and like the Eng~sh verb, the Sanskrit word may be 
used at least in ~o different senses. When one says 'I 
think he will come soon', he means to say that he 
supposes so, that he is of that opinion. But when he says 
'Think over it, and come to your own conclUSion', he 
advises the person addressed to reflect upon the matter. 
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It is in the latter sense that the word 'Mantavyah' is used 
here. When one has not grasped the meaning of the 
text directly on hearing it, one will have to ponder on 
the nature_ of the thing taught and verify his conclusion 
by repeated reflection till one is free from all doubt or 
misconception. 

23. And what is the nature of this thinking in this 
particular case? In his Bhashya on Sutra 1-1--2, S'aiIkara 

remarks: 

(~) ~ g ~~I~cU~!! ~ ;jj;qlf<{ChI{OICllfG!! 

~- !i~OI~liBiJ~(jlj4i14'lfQ ~~I~(UcPOHfctUfil wnut ~ 
f.:rcmfa'j ,p ~ ~ ~ I (MT ~ 
'~ 1R1cQ": (,. ~-"'-~) ~ ~:, '~ ~ 
711~I{AcOq~qll~CI- q~f;1'E414C111.~~' (ut. ~-r~-~) 
~ ~ ~- 't'I1~I«iql(ii;i) ~ " 

1I. m. ~- ~- ~, 'QT. G 

"While there are Vedantic texts teaching the cause of the 
origin etc. of the Universe, inference also (~ 
unopposed to Vedanta texts, where it becomes a means of 
valid knowledge ~ ~ for the sake of a finn grasp of 
their meaning, is not ruled out. For, the S'roti itself recognizes 
reasoning ~ as an aid. Accordingly the S'roti '(He is) to 
be heard about and reflected upon' (Br. 4-5-6)', as well as the 

text 'The scholarly and intelligent person would reach the 
country of the Gandharas alone.' Similarly in this case, a 
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person who has an efficient teacher would know the !rUth" 

(ell. 6-14-2) shows that it recognizes the assistance of human 

intelligence. " 
SBh. 1-1-2, p. 8. 

Tarka or Reason 
According to Post-S' aDkaras 

24. The w!>rds ~ (inference) and ri: (reason) 
used in the Bhashya in the above excerpt, have been 
the occasion of various interpretations, on the part of 
different sub-commentaries. And we cannot be sure of 
what exactly Yajnavalkya means~: (should be 
reflected upon) till we have determined the full import 
of the above-cited extract from S' ankara 

(1) Thus the Pancha-POdiki explains S'ravaJ;la and 

other means of knowledge as follows :-

(~) CNn Tl .m- :mr &iNiqiid4 C\«I"dqi4¥<4fctai(: t 

'" ij(CM(qoi Tl I 1FR q~f"2qiCA,q_"J:p.4i~'iI''d
",oatIWftti"'iti4ifli('*'Ok'*ifG9iktcG (~) qi«i3~"'I"fi(, 
4'CPUIaffCijUw3"'''f13Qi1,4 Tl I f;cfGRI'~4 q",:f\qtjf$d
ql4¥<4cGfctq4~: I f~tiWlq'~"flqcnti{Q f.c&4K'1(~!U(; 
~ am ~ "tilftH~~".aSi q:;aiqqiijf4~FtEi~ii
~: II 1f. 1((". ~~\90. 

"And accordingly S'TQVQ.tta (hearing) is enquiry into the 

meaning of the texts and the study of the sariTaM (the sdence 
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of Vedanta as systematized by Biidariy~a). Manana is the 

investigation (of the significance) of the illustrations like those 
of the 'drum' etc., the origin, sustentation and dissolution (of 
the world), the fact of the effect being a mere play of 
words-these and other rational eulogistiC statements 
desiderated by texts purporting to teach the existent entity, as 
also the revolving in mind the significance of the inferences 
unopposed to-the meaning of the texts. Nididhyasana is staying 
steadily in the purport of textS suppo.rted by Manana; for, the 
enjoined meditation synonymous With Upasana, is of no avail 
here. and Dars' anam is the direct experience of the unity of 
the Pure ConsCiousI}ess devoid of all differences resulting from 
steady staying." FP. p. 1170. 

[Here evidently S'ravaoa defined as enquiry into the 
meaning of the S'rutis as well as the study of the S-arlraka, is 

ill-sUited to the context of the dialogue between Yijnavalkya 
and Maitreyi for the Simple reason that Maitreyi was not 
qualified for such enquiry and study, and further the sarlraka 
was not in existence at all during the Upanishadic age.] 

And BhamaJi, another sub-commentary, has the 
follOwing to s~y on the subject :-

(~) a1SI' i41.lqlf.U4fq~~IIl<rt ~ ~ ~-
fCiU~~14f~e.~i4 ~ II CIf. 'IT. ~\9~. 

"Here S/ravalla (hearing) is learning the truth through 

the teaching of 1tgama (Vedas), and one's preceptor. And 
Manana is adding reason unopposed to 1tgama." 

VBh. p. Z79. 
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(2) Yachaspati Mis'ra, the author of this Bhamati, 
writes in more express terms elsewhere : 

(~) ~ e.~I;alfCi?lfQ; ~ iI'-~ ~I 
. "1<lfClUfQ;q1 d~Q;fflfCl;q1 Tl ~ ~ lr.Rl£. ' ~ 
~1!I~Qf~<jqI4 crT " ~-~-~,; crT. 'IT. t~ 

"Anum7ina is what is unopposed to Vedanta; 'and 
depending upon it' it may be added. Investigation (of truth) 
with the 'assistance of reason unopposed to the Word and 
deperiding upon it, is reflection. And this reason i; either 
presumption or syllogistic inference." VBh. 1-1-2, p.89. 

, (3) The Panca-Padika, however, distinguishes T arka' 
from syllogistic inference :-

(~) ifCr ~ diWiQ<fI4I: ? fCiq41:Q .... CiI"ltI41 
~- Qi(WI'3(Q;ffl dt'd ... CiSl~'f.cg~4 Qi(WlSiffia'l!lfqilq " 

li. lfT. ~oo 

"Where then is the use of reason (Tarka) ? When a fact 
is considered improbable and direct experience is not born, 
(reason is useful) in showing the probability of the fact and 
thus removing the obstacle to the resultant experience." 

PP. p.SOO. 

This sub-commentary has an other utility also to 
attribute to the employment of reason :-
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atijqlq:IiN'ldfctQQti1I«1 (II!IT if ~fur.{ ~ W ~ 
~~Wt;r~-~~,llfG 

d(5jfiJC{ aqq¥li~q(WI~d, ~ ~- ~N 
dl(hii&.4q~fi:t ~ ~:. I R ~iiQ.~I .. qN 

~Slfi:tNsdq"qll(1fQq '1C!Iftr', iR ~- ~ 
d ~ijl+l\q;i\fCi , a«r Wt 'SlqIUII"lq3!ilg4i~i:' - ~ 
~: II 1i". 'QT. ~o~-~o~ 

"Even correct ktiowledge which has dawned, does not 

attain stability; for, its object may be be-clouded by suspicion 

of its improbability. That is why a man is. not confirmed in 

his belief of the existence of a thing about which he has a 

strong impression that ~ts existence is inconceivable in a 

particular place and time, even wllen it aC<;identally happens 

to be found there and he himself actually sees it, unless and 

until he fullows it up with reason supporting its probability. 

So even correct knowledge of an object becomes unstable as 

though it were not attained. Hence it demands the aid of 

reason for its stability. This is why those proficient in lOgiC say 

that-tarka is that which supposes a valid means of knowledge. " 

It is surprisinS that this writer goes so far as to fear 

that even the direct intuition of Advaita (non~uality) 

may happen to be doubted as though doubt can possjbly 
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be entertained in a state where there are no two things 

at all ! 

Manana According to S'ankara 

25. We may now go back to S'ruikara himself to 

see 40w he explains his statement that even the .S' ru~ 
may sometimes require the assistance of reason called 
'Manana' as distinguished from reason of the other type 
bearing that name. 

(~) ~ JJlClOI04fd1€tiul m fCiGQiUEI ~ ack
qlim~~al ~-~, ~ ~ ('JlChdt\<ilillltctMIQ: 

~ I . JJlf43~ild 'Q;C{ ~ m1"ClI*Jt4..,n~a I 

~"'I:o!41:aJt6iW1"d~d~04rqq l (fa:ltct.ns .. :ct'4Id(€l'(t 
~ ~ jjQ'Mqf(f4I"", ~ {iQit~tiiQfH'td\ltct(€l'(, 
~ i6l5i'itCl(€lIt( q;144iI{OIl"'0<4(€10<4I~'" i8l104fiHQi : 

$t€iCl'i3mi\~4i: II '\{.~. ~-~~, 'QT. ~GG, ~G~ 

"As for the statement (by the Sirokhya) that the Vedic 
word enjoining Manana in addition to S'ravana, itself shows 
that reason also has to be given a place (here), we reply that 
dry reason cannot gain access here under this cloak. For, 
reason proffered by the S'ruti itself alone, is accepted as 
subservient to intuition; reason of the type, for instance, which 
argues that Atman is not tainted by the Avasthas since both 
waking and dream are each absent when the other obtains 
and that the empirical self is essentially of the nature free from 
all plurality since it shakes off all the dual world and becomes 
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one with the Abnan as Pure Being in deep sleep; and also 
reason of the type that since the pluralistic universe arises out 
of Brahman, it cannot be other than Bralunan on the principle 
of non-distinction of the effect from the cause." 

SBh. 2-1-6, pp. 188-189 

Vedantic reason is distinguished from the other 
types of reasoning, in that it rests upon dir~ct intuition 
and is no mere speculation based upon empirical logic. 

26. The follOwing verse from the Upades' a Swasri 
states the nature of Vedantic reasoning SUCcinctly :-

(~) ~:a~6Qfa'\~ fW ~ ~ T.I" I 

\4re;t1e;gf'i€'4S4 gfq'~W:"iq'lI<Ui II '31f. ~G-~ ~ 

"Constant continuance and variability of the word and 
the thing denoted by it respectively, would be the reason in 
deciding what is meant by the tenn I." Upa. 18-96. 

While in common parlance the word'!' is applied 
to the body, the senses, the vital principle, the mind and 
the intellect as the case may be, yet it is clear that the 
notion of'!' continues even when the not-selves 
disappear altogether, thus compelling us to conclude 
that the entity 'Corresponding to this notion is none of 
these. 

That this is so is proved by an appeal to the 
experience of deep sleep in the next two verses :-
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"In the statement '1 saw never a whit in sleep', one does 
not negate the seeing (nature of the sel~, but negates only the 
concept." Upa. 18-97 

~4JtfM ~ ~ ~~ I 
~ 'Cl (MJ ~: ~ 0" ~ 
~<OIqqlic:i)'i:UI~ S1f4<01lqilffl ~ II 'i 

~. ~G-~G 

" '(Here this Purusha) is self-luminous' (B~. 4-3-9, 4-3-14), 
'There is no destruction of the sight of the seer at all' (B~. 4-
3-23). The S'astra has (thus) declared the existence of 
consciousness and its unchangeability (on the one hand) and 
the disappearance of the concept on the other, thus 
distinguishing the concept and the consdousness." Upa. 18-98. 

The idea is that the Witnessing Consciousness alone 
should be regarded as indicated by the word '1', when 
we refer to the intuition of deep sleep, since there is no 
question of any concept continuing to thrive there. The 
S'ruti expressly refers to both the self-identity of the 
Witness thriving there and the absence of the concept. 
This is the Anvaya (constant continuation) of the word 
'1' together with the entity meant by it as also the 
Vyatireka (the absence ofj the not-self wrongly presumed 
to be denoted by it in common life. Thus by observing 
this constancy and the fleeting nature of 'Paaartha' and 
Pada, as testified by intuition, Vedanta determines the 
reality and unreality of t!Ungs and not by syllOgistic 
reasoning or dry speculation. 



SECTION FOUR 

NIDIDHYAsANA AS 
CONTINUED PRACTICE OF 
S'RAV~A AND MANANA 

Relation of the Sequel 
to the Previous Section 

27. We have so far discussed the meaning of 

S'ravalla (hearing) and Manana (reflection) as means to 

Dars' ana (intuition) of the Self. Grasping the teaching 
regarding the real nature of Atman, is S'ravalla and 

reflecting upon the nature of Atman with the assistance 
of Vedic-reasoning based upon intuition with a view to 
determine the exact teaching ~thout any impediment, 
is Manana. We shall now tum to the discussion of the 
nature of the advice 'Rf~,f.gdOlQ:' (should be 

contemplated) offered by Yajnavalkya; for, like the other 

three concepts (vision, hearing and reflection), 

Nididhyasana also has been differently understood by 
different schools of Vedanta. 

The Prasamkhyana Tradition 

28. Among the ancient Advaitins belonging to an 

earlier school called that of the Prasainkhyana- Viida, 
there was a theory that repeated meditation of the 
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meaning of the Vedintic text teaching the nature of 
1Ji:tman, could effectively wipe off all Avid~·-;;: 

Sures'varacirya refers to them thus :-

(~) l(q!Jq~p ~ ('q{iSlC{i4\1iMiqI!AtiC{1§ :-.. ~ 
~C{i;aqiq:qic{8 ~ fcQfr.t . ~, • 
~NRtqi~OIi~i14 ~ flii mw ~ ~ 
q;i~"Ni~ot\'4 11M "'iq~QT.iqi(( R:flqq*'iot\ ~, 

'~ ~ ~' (t. ~-~-~) ~ ¥:" ~ " 
~. m.~-~\9 

"At this conclusion, some supported by their own 
tradition, aver that this knowledge of the fonn 'I am Brahman' 
arising out of hearing the Vedintic Text, does not remove 
ignorance at all at its very inception; but, by this same being 
meditated upon day by day for a long time, is wiped off all 
ignorance without a residue is a result of ~ccumulated intense 
feeling, for the S'ruti says - 'On~ becomes a god and is then 
merged in the gods' (Br. 4-1-2)." Nai. 1~7. 

And S' aDkara refers to the doctrine of a similar 

school in his Sutra-Bhashya·:-

(~) ~ ;nq' {tiElQi~!J Si~~EU~.M:, 
dti:u~f"iji6Q\'4ifiWi4\'4 ~; ~ .~(i8lrCiq4: ~ 
f4('Qfl~~"hqqqiNii(1 1R Qr ~, mr ~ 
ati~flifd'd? ~ cft- if .$ii(qtqAd\('Q3QcM(iij'ffil'9qa.q:

~ ~; ;r, ~ ~: I ~ .it 'mqieftr' 
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(uf. ~-~-\9) ~c"~mi\<i4i ~ ~ lf1rIUt 
I8Iltc4cEUifflFd ~ dd\d~Cilqt+5qi4'l aNi«N&.4fflfd 
'C6f ~ ~? ~. om. ~-~-~, 1fT. ~~~ 

"The repetition of the concepts may be of use in the case 
of results to be achieved by meditation, inasmuch as it is 
possible th"at some intensity is effected in them by repeated 
p~ce.But in the case of the knowledge of the Higher 
Bralunan which reveals Brahman that is the very self of the 
~eeker, eternally pure, conscious and free, what purpose would 
be served by its repetition? 

"H it b'e said that the knowledge of the identity of.Brabman 
and 1ttman is not born by listening to the text merely once, 
and hence its repeated meditation is held to be necessary, we 
reply that this cannot be; for, the. result is not conceivable 
even in the case of repetition. (To explain:) If hearing the 
Vedantic text of the type of 'That thou art' once, does not 
produce the knowledge of the identity ofBralunan and 1ttman, 
where is the hope that the same repeatedly heard, would 
produce that knowledge ?" 

SBh. 4-1- 2, p. 461 

Mandana and Others 

29. There were Vedantins who maintained that a 
constantly repeated practice of meditation of Atman 
after gaining knowledge through 'hearing' and 
'reasorung', was effectual in removing ignorance. 
Mandana, for instance, says:-
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(~) lftsli' SJlqUlq ...... '!ct~ ""I ... IWI{t: 
Slmfit4tf&(WIftc(SIQ:l -1{ ~ ~fit~(iil(qf.1. 11 ~ 
"~~(li'1S1ftt4l.n df~q(h4RtI1{ T1 ~ ~ SlFc!4(W1IQ<4"( 
amq;nN ~ r ••• ~ ~: ~ ~. _ T1 

~; ~ T1 fcIt ~ ~t m if ~ II 
11'. m. 'qf. ~~- ~~ 

"Now this repeated practice of meditation subsequent to 

S'r~ and Manana, negating air sorts of differences in 

Ktman des~ribed as ''This is the Xtman taught as not this, not 
that', this practice being evidently opposed to the experierice 
of differences in g~eral, removes it and dissolving as it does 
all idea of difference, dissolves itself also .. in the same way as 
water drunk digests water and is itself digested, or-in the same 
way as poison taken in, digests another variety of poison and 
is itself removed." 

Br. s. pp. 12-13. 

(~)_N~.~ifd~~ 
T1 fq&:lI~(lR:l ~ f.w?;rr a1fif ~ ~ I ~ 
f~'l.'~I0f3~f8(tI i(fCiii{t :, ~ SlClf"d«(lRI( I "d?lr 

SlNd(~"UCiI<41 a1fif ~: SlqIUIi"'3{t"'4I~ ~ 

~ I ~ ~fif ~ ~ ~"'lf~q?Al
«(li"'I'R4I{tQR:~&:h'~ ~: {i'ECiI(~IN\4CiI<4. ~ 
en, d(C4«¥V"'I'R4H:i ~ I (m T1 .~ f.lf<t\Ei!ilr{t(t&:i:' 
~ - I - 'iq«qa6iq4<4~I~{t ltH~Qt4 if I ~ 

q;~S~(li":? 11'. m. 'qf. ~" 
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"Even when the knowledge of truth has dawned, but a 
sufficiently strong impression of it has not been stored UP. 
while the impression born of false knowledge is stronger, even 
cOlTect notions may present false o~ects, as for example in 
the case of one who is confounded with regard to the cardinal 
directions, but does not keep up the memory of the testimony 
of a friend; for, he is found to proceed in the wrong direction 
even then as before. This is the ease also with regard to a 
rope -ascertained to be such, which is found to -give rise to 
fear through a misconception that it is a snake, in case one 
does not keep up the memory of his correct knowledge ..... . 
Therefore even after true knowledge has dawned by the help 
of the right means of knowledge, the repeated maintenance 
of correct kno~ledge, is deemed to be necessary for the 
purpose of overcoming or destrOying the stronger impression 
that has 2nsen out of continued repetition of false perception. 
That is why the S'ruti says '(Ktman) is to. be ~eflected upon 
and meditated', (that is why) control of the mind and the 
senses, and the performance of saaifi~es and other practices 
of-diScipline, are also enjOined. Otherwise, what pwpose 
would their teaching serve ?" B .s 3 r . p. 5. 

Mandana'. Theory 

30. It is evident that Mandana considers that 
S'rava!!a or the study of the text, is incomplete and 

inefficient in brin@.-ng · ab0't~ the knowledge of ~tman 
without Manana. That is why he writes JjiCiUiq .... i4c61 
&Ii .. ji01Q Hi : (Repeated, meditation with a presupposed 
combined pr;.ctice of S'ra'DafJQ.and Manana). Obviously 
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he is a Samuccaya- VQdin (one who recommends the 
combined practice of all the three means of knowledge, 
S'rava1!a, Manana and Nididhjasana. 

31. Both Mandana and the author of the 
Pancapadika, think that even after the dawn of 
knowledge of ~tman there is a possibility of its being 
obstructed by some external factor-impressions of 
wrong kno~ledge according to Mandana, and suspicion 
that it is not probable or some misconception according 
to the author of Pancapidiki (see p. 32). It is clear that 
this fear, while applicable to empirical knowledge, can 
have no place in the case of knowledge of the Non-dual 
~tman since there is no scope for any 'external 
obstructive cause' in the state of this knowledge. Witness 
the S'ruti quoted often and often by S' aflkara 'la tcfW 

\'i~ql~c:U,,!« ~ cii ~ ... ~ cii fq,'U4hml' 
(Where to this enlightened one everything has become 
~tman alone, there one could see whom and with what, 
... there one could know whom and with what ?) which 
emphaticaily denies the distinction of knower, 
knowledge and the knowable in that state. 

Mandana's Argument 
for the Combination of Means 

32. 1bis, however, is only by the way. For the 
present we are concerned with Mandana's view that 
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knowledge arising from S'ravaTJa and Manana, does 

require repeated meditation 'also in order to become 

stable. The following extrad would further elucidate his 
view in this respect ;-

(~) ~ ~ ., ;r fcmr ~~ ~ 

~, ~Imr~~'?~-lm 
aqQi:tfa()f~d(l\QWifGChqfQi~qQi"'i qq;qu\ {q~q'N04Cf(t~S-
~, ~ ~ .. v. m. 'QT • . ~\9 

(Objection) :- The essential form of knowledge . is 
Brahman itself. Knowledge is not something other than 
Brahman; and that Bralunan is eternal and not an effect TIns 
being so, how could anything else be desiderated here ? 

We reply: 'In the same way as a crystal desiderates the 
removal of the associate for the manifestation of its real nature, 
so also one should understand the present case. Br.S. p. 37 

Criticism of This View 

33. As we have already stated, this argument is 

not sound, because knowledge of Brahman abolishes 
all duality and leaves no scope for further employment 
of factors co-operating with knowledge. And even 
granting for argument's sake that the illustration of a 
crystal holds good, it has no point of comparison so far 
as knowledge of ~tman is concerned. While it is true 
that the conditioning associate should be removed to 
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reveal its bright colour, such an act is not always 
necessary to know that it is essentially bright always. As 
Sf ankara observes :-

(~)lm~~~~q~ 
5I1nCi~q)!l601i{ ~""HI~QlfM~Hf~fa&afi«Ci ~; '5I1mJT

\i1f'1(1f~etq)!l601l~ ~: ~: ~ ~ q 

m~~1J11Tfif.~. ~~
fClf~Cfd~Ci ~ ~ -~ fCletC6fcl~14 ~ 
~. fq4C6fq~:1I";M ~: 
&iCiHI(ii~'tC\qICi4Ifu: II ~. 'qT. F~- ~~. lIT. ~~~ 

just as the transparency and whiteness of a crystal, being 
its essential nature, appears ~s though it were indistinguishable 
from the redness, blueness and other conditioning assodates 
before it is distinctly grasped; but after it is distinctly grasped 
with the help of disaimination born through valid means of 
knowledge, the crystal is spoken of as having attained its true 
nature of transparency and whiteness while it was exactly such 
even be (ore that, so also in the case of the ]iva who appears 
as though he were indistinguishable from the conditioning 
assodates such as the body, the disaiminatory knowledge due 
to the teaching of the S'ruti, is his rising up from the body 
and the result of this discriminatory knowledge, is his 
attainment of his own nature." 

SBh. 1-3-19, p. 113 

fIt is clear that just as there is no real change affected by 
the removal of the conditioning assodates in the case of the 
crystal, there is no real effort needed to make the intrinsic 
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nature of Atman manifest there being need only of the 
discriminatory knowledge.] 

34. The doctrine of the necessity of repeated 

practice of conjoined S'ravaI}a.and Manana, has been· 

rejected by S' ankara in the following extract : 

(~) ~, ;r ~ crT?Pt ~ ~ 
~; am ~ ~ ~:r"lIqf~6!lrd ~ f1ffir; 
~- ii!T4i"1~4'<4qq I ~ ~ ~: ~Cfidlii!~q 
'tCIq~qjoqiqf~6!lfuli ~. 'qT. ){:- ~-~, ~. ){G ~ 

"It may be said that a text alone cannot produce direct 
experience of anything, and that hence the text in conjunction 
with reason, may produce the experience. 

"Even so, repeated practice would be certainly useless; 
for, even that reason employed only once, could well produce 
the experience." SBh. 4-1·2, p. 461 

35. And there were followers of other schools, or 
it may be followers of the school already mentioned, 
who further clarified their position. Their doctrine is 
stated and refuted in the following excerpt :-

(~) al?fTftr ~, ~ ~ q ~lql;:qfCiq~qq 

~ fai<ffi, ;r f~¥lqf~q~'ll ~ '. ~ ~ ~' 
~ ~, iilSiq»i:qifGfMfiiiil ~J5·HiCJ(l~ijiql;:qqct If{: 

~, ;r ~ ~, ~ ~ ~ ~ I 

~ f.rcr<fcn: I ~ ~ (~i 
;r I ~ ~ ~ f~ilqr~~I.nNf(Hh:rcrnl' 
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:r ~ ~ilidi~&\1I"RIT ~IH~$Ck1'i4lq'1~.lffi ~: ~fir 
Si~'i4qHI'i4I'l ~ ~ I ~, ~ ~Ii('?l~ffM~ 
~: 'SIftmffi ~ CIT (OIlqj:<4q~, ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ $f4liif4jQJpl: II 

~. m. ~-~-~, ~~ ~ 

"Perhaps it will be maintained that reason and text can 
only produce a gener31 idea of what they convey, but not the 
direct experience of that particular fact. For instance, from the 
statement 'I have a pain in my heart' as also on the strength 
of seeing the shaking of the body and other symptoms, another 
person could gather only that there is the ache but not direct 
experience of that particular ache like the person suffering 
from the ache himself. Now direct experience is what removes 
Avidya and hence, for attaining it, repeated practice is 
necessary. 

"We reply: 'No; for, the production of direct experience, 
is impossible even by repeated practice of that much. The 
particular state which one has not experienced by a Single 
employment ofhearlng S'istra and reasoning, could never be 
experienced by making use of them even a hundred times. 
Therefore whether by a conjunction of S'istra and reason, 
the particular state is experienced or its general nature only, 
in either case, they can both produce their effect by being 
employed but once and so repetition is useless.» 

SBh. 4-1-2, p. 461 

A Further Argument Against Repetition 

36. There is a further reason against those who 
insist upon the continued repetition of both S'ravaqa 

and Manana :-
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(~) ;r T.f ~ctIdi~cRi ~iI~~q:ffl Qi~fT:iG'4~ ~ 
~ ~ ~, f~~"SI~(qI( Slfdq€ilOil¥( I a1f1r 
f.U4Qihiifqa ~ ~ ~lql;:qf~Wqct~GtlcUU4'" 
I(Qiq~lqctijlv .. fij alQ"toIlQ.,f44fd ~IGGQ'RIIJlq4l.1: I ~ 
<f\.SlqlaQi!i@ollf~ i ;r g ~ ~ ~lql;:qfct"'Hftia 
~d;:qql"I(qa, SI.n€,h1lct'i4I~lqttrr ~ II 

~. m. ~-~-~, 'Ql. ~~~. 

"Nor can it be urged that as a rule S'astra and reason 
employed but once, cannot produce direct experience in any 
one; for, those that can understand things possess different 
levels of intellect. 

"Moreover, repeated practice may be granted to have 
some use in the case' of an empirical object which has many 
features both general and particular, since by one effort of 
attention one feature may be determined and another by 
another,as for instance in the case of studying a long chapter. 
But in the case of Brahman devoid of all specific features, and 
of the nature of Pure Consciousness without any distinction 
of the general and papicular in itself, it is not proper to expect 
the need of any repetition for the dawn of correct knowledge.» 

SBh. 4-1-2, p. 461. 

vacaspati Mis'ra's View of the Matter 

37. \'acaspati Mis'ra very closely follows in the 
foot-steps of Mandana even while explaining many a 
passage in S'allkara's Siitra- Bhashya With regard to 

this particular doctrine, he writes thus :-
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~, f .. f;:i~M""tCf4NNiq'1jQfNtCii4ift<tq"d : 
~ tciqGI~~Iq()~ d'diqlQl1Q;I(f.rqt.'1 

dNGi~Iii1'4iCl(;jfflfd ~ I "1' iil(;jQ1'4cfl iiijl(OCt'iilcil 

~ "1' ~, a1fir (CRf:-~ ~~: II 
CIT. 111'. ~- ~- ~, 'QT. ,,\9 

"The mind endowed with the ripeness resulting from the 
meditation on the meaning of the text free from all doubt, 
can reasonably lead to the experience of identity of 
Twampaaartha the self denoted by the word 'thou' and the 
entity denoted by the word 'that' by negating the various 
conditioning associates. Nor is this latter experience of the 
very nature of Brahman in which case it could not be produced; 
it is only a particular modification of the mind having Brahman 
for its object." 

VBh. 1-1-1, p. 57 

It will be noted that Mandana asserts that realization 
of Brahman, is a manifestation of the same which results 
from remOving the wrong impresSions, and so it need 
not be an effect of same means employed, whereas 
Yacaspatl obviates the difficulty by admitting that 
Anubhava is also an effect sin(;e it is only a modification 
of the mind. The real Anubhava for him, however, is 
Brahman itself and it only manifests after the 
modification also disappears along with the dual world. 
So his teaching is Mandana's, slightly modified in this 
instance :-
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(~) 31ftf ~ 'T.ffil': ~ QIfuT, 1(?fql 

diC4t;Qf.UiiCRBiC4PiQiSii<l1icffu, lit fQit"ti~ ~ I 
~ 4\Qi~d~~di dWi~caQf.1q&:iq:qit(, ~ 
~ I ~ fT.l"di~"tifdQ41t ~ f.1f¢'4i~"1fqRtI 
~ ~Q{titciii{C4dl ~ I ~ fI ~: 
~C4("qfqfdll en. 'lIT. t ~ t . 

"Moreover there are four kinds of knowledge with regard 
to Bralunan. The first variety arises out of the mere listening 
to the text in the Upanishad, which they call S'rava7!a. The 

second is born out of the same Upanishadic text aided by 
enquity (Mimimsi); which they call Manana. The third is of 
the nature of a continuous stream of thought, which ,they call 
Nididhyasana. The fourth is of the form of a modification of 
the mind which entails immediate experience, which results 
in immediate Kaivalya (or Release). VBh. p. 898. 

It is obvious that Yacaspati sticks to Mandana's 
school in holding that Nididhyasana is a continuous 
meditation or rather creative imagination based on the 
knowledge obtained S'rava1JO, and Manana conjOined. 

Only, he postulates a modification of the mind attended 
with Anuhhava Or saksJiatkara, on whose appearance 
alone actual anuhhava or direct experience of :Atman is 
possible: 

(~) d"(CiiC4f.ji(ulI\:~U~~ ~ ~ ~ i1«"1i~QN 
f.lMf.lfQcU~ .. qN flf6QiSi('Qilqq .. i1fit II en. \D. lU. ~o. 
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"The very nature of the repetition of ascertained 
knowledge is such that it removes even the beginningless false 
idea whose dense impression is deep-rooted." VBh. p. 40. 

Sures'vara had anticipated and rejected this theory 
of vasana or Samskara of Avidya as an obstacle to the 
dawn of permanent .enlightenment ;-

iiltt.d(€(I«fC4e:tI~1 fcmt m tc:r m I 

wm:r.rr ~ lI1f.d" rCijtli~'diCi'l II ~. ~-~(;. 

"Avidya having been already sublated, can never sublate 
Vidya. The impressions of that Avidya would surely give rise 

to the memory of Vidya. " Nai. 1-38. 

If this firm stand of Sures'vara be kept in mind, 
insistence of Mandana an Vacaspati following him, on 
repetition of S'ravaI}.a and Manana even ~r the dawn 

of right knowledge, will be readily seen to be a fight 
with one's own shadow. 

S'aDkara's Dictum 

38. S' ankara's final judgment in the matter resting 

as it does on both universal intuition and reason based 
upon it, may now. be stated here ;-

(~) ~ oqi'ifi1~(hi~i(QqfilS~Cii(qfil ~

(b~NGiJf EsGiOijifq~(f(ti .. i ~: I (I¥.fT ~W 
~ .gffirr ~ Si~·ii(qd~i ~-
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~t1"'4q40ij&l4Iq~lf(d: mr ~ ~ 
at~14;Q~I(jfqq4<hifdC!ioID ij-qt '"ffiCllifu' ,Jid&J4'<i m 
ltlIT .n("U~ff04d ~; q~lfi~149-ciq;('qI&JCf(jit1(~)-

~~~: q~l?ifC(aq;5i<il\i14: "lIe;1i~CR4'RU~:~1 

~. 'lIT. ~- ~- ~, 'QT. ~~ ~. 

"This entity called Brahman free from all attributes 
incidental to Samsara, and of the nature of intuition itself, is 
well-known among adepts in Vedanta to be what is meant by 
the word 'that'. And the meaning of the word 'thou' also is 
the inner A:trnan, 'the hearer' (the enquirer), who may pOSSibly 
be taken to be (the not- selves) beginning with the body, but 
is ultimately ascertained to be of the nature of Pure 
Consciousness. Now, in the case of those for whom these 
entities denoted by the words ('that' and 'thou') are obscured 
by the obstacle of ignorance, doubt and misconception, the 
text 'That thou art' cannot produce correct knowlc;dge with 
regard to what it propounds, for the knowledge of the import 
of a proposition presupposes the knowledge of the meaning 
of the tenns of which it is composed. And so in their case the 
repetition of S' astra, (SJrava~a) and Reason is desirable for 

the purpose of discriminating the meaning of the terms." 

SBh. 4-1-2, p. 462. 

(~) ~ Tot ~ amqr f.rqr:; d$!(ll4e:ci?lf~d 

~ ~ ~~f4:4q:fl!f~q(ja~"Ire:('1$OI 't I ~
QI4~($4"l q~iifQ q.Ollq (fitfa ~ mr ~ 1ffirqftr: I 

~ 9-ci~qqC4H'q5ifaqft: II ~. 'lIT. ~-~-~, 'QT. ~~~'. 
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"While it is true that the ~tman to be known has no 

parts, yet many parts have been superimposed on him such 

as the body, senses, mind, the intellect and perception of 

objective things. And one of these components is removed 

by one act of attention and another by another act; and so it 

is reasonable that knowledge has to be acquired gradually. 

But this is only previous to the final knowledge of ~tm<l?" 
SBh. 4-1-2. p. 462. 

(~) ~ !j4f4gUiQcfi4i 4i~i4~~i+04fciQ4cn",&;IUT: ~

fcw.1': ~fur. 'W ~. \1fi5q:a~q diCIQR1qi(fQM

qj'iifcc§fqfij <rr.t. SI(I!4iiif4'4a(f£lr4e~q \1flNiq 

@i(4hlfdQfiHP:ttli f"1qd+04cfif<t -;mr ~ _~II 

'i. 'IT. ~-~-~. lIf. ~~~. 

"In the case of those, however, who have a keen intellect 
which has no impediment of ignorance, doubt or 
misconception to overcome with regard to what is meant by 
the tenns, they can certainly intuit the entity intended to be 
conveyed by the proposition 'lbat thou art' uttered even once; 
and so the futility of repetition (of S' ravaQa and Manana) is 
quite acceptable to us in their case. For, the intuition ofAtman 
obliterates Avidya as soon as it dawns and no gradual 
unfoldment of knowledge is admitted here." 

SBh. 4-1-2, p. 462. 

S'aDkara's Unequivocal Dictum 

39. The follOwing conclusions have to be drawn 
from the above extract with regard to S' aDkara's position 
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touching the relation of S'ravana and Manana, as well 

as repeated practice of these two mental acts of discipline 
in conjunction :-

(I) The intuition of the identity of Brahman and 
Atman is quite possible for those who have a correct 
notion of-what the terms of the proposition 'That thou 
art' actually mean. They stand in no need · of anything 
more than a first hearing of the teaching. 

(2) The repetition of both S'rava1!D- and Manana is 

necessary for those who have not comprehended the 
meaning of these terms. 

(3) The only obstacle to the correct understanding 
of the meaning of the terms, is ignorance, doubt or 
misconception of the meaning of these terms. 

[S' ankara's Vedanta is' quite innocent of the doctrine of 
Positive Avidya-the 'M'Ulavictya' as it is called by the 
sub-commentators, especially the followers of Vivara~a school 

by which modem Vedantins are very much influenced.] 

(4) There is nothing more to be done for the 
~quisition of intuition or freedom from Samsara for 
those who have understood the meaning of the 
proposition. 

S'aDkara expressly proclaims this :-
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;r :aqQINI"iqfj'ifCfO: fq;~d\:::q(( ij'it'4Qqft/lscM I 

~."fT. ~- ~- ~, lU. ~~ ~. 

(5) The Prasainkhyana-Viidins insist that a repeated 
active thinking of the meaning of the proposition (That 
thou art) along with Manana (or reason) is absolutely 
necessary to wru:,d off all wrong impressions. This 
teaching supported by Mandana and Vacaspati Mis'ra 
also (who insists that Bhavana is qUite necessary), has 
been anticipated and totally rejected here when S' aDkara 

says in so many words (CIJ 'lcf#iilql(+151Fclq~: - All practice. 
or order of its steps is only before the dawn of the 
knowledge of 1ttman through S'ravaI}a and Manana.) 

(6) Tl).e doctrine of Prasamkhyana-Vada is seen to 
be discarded in S'aitkar~'s Bhashya in 1-14 also :-

d~"im ~ 'HM1"i4t4"i .. f;l~I*"4t-
fciftld\,i"il{ fctftl¥lq~ QUf:, ;r ~"qq4q~lIf~(Cjfqm I 

;r (mr 1) I a1CI'- .IM(CjI04t"i"ir~f~lij"iJ\: I ~ ~ 
~ fctf4!~", ~ fctftl¥lq(€4'( I ~ ~ ~, 
q"i"if~f~lij"iJ\(N .,.qUlqd\q.It'4~(CjI(( II" 

~. "fT. ~-~-~. 1fT. ~~. 

"As for the argument, again, that inasmuch as the 
injunctions of Manana and Nididhyisana also seem to have 
been enjOined subsequent to S/rav~a, Brahman must be 
subservient to an injunction, and cannot be self-sufficient, we 
say 'No'. For, Manana and Nididhyisana are (also) for 
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intuition. (To explain:-) If Brahman already intuited were 
utilized for some other action to be done (such as Manana or 
Nididhyasana), it could be right to suppose that Brahman is 

ancillary to an injunction. But it is not so since Manana and 
Nididhyisana also are meant for intuition like S'raVlU].a." 

SHh. 1-1-4, p. 23. 

40. A considerable portion of the eighteenth 
chapter of the UPade( a Slihasri is devoted to an 
elaborate exposition and refutation of the doctrine of 
Prasamkhyana. It is really a matter for surprise, how in 
the face of all this, the Post-S' allkaras including some of 

the commentators on the Siitra-Bhashya itself, happened 
to come forward boldly to support this irrational doctrine 

. 1 agam. 

1. We have quoted above S'ankara's express declaration 

in the Bhashya that an aspirant of the highest rank can know 
1ttman by a single act of S'ravana ~ \1MCiFd~q 

d'iCiilfoQCI 1~~q~fCjgq) Yet in the Brhadaranyaka Bhashya we 

find this statement; l(Cl' ~ ~ qcry(f 

JJiCjUlil .... HI«Uilft=l'E'lliOI .. l .. q1(ffl: I fOI«4it6jQdlo:tl qaldil .. tIGT 
~ Cii8lqa(Ellqq4 ~ ~ ~ II (Br. Bh. 2-4-5, 

p. 760). All the three means combined culminate in the Vision, 
and not mere S'rava.I]A. Is it possible that S'aiJ.kara contradicted 

himself on this vital point, or have we to suppose that the two 
S' aitkaras are different ? 



SECTION FIVE 

MANANAFURTHEREX~NED 

Nature of Manana 

41. We have seen that Nididhyasana 
recommended by Yajnavalkya, cannot possibly mean 
the compulsory repetitio~ of the combined practice of 
S'ravaI}a and Manana. S'ravaI}a or listening to and 

ascertaining the meaning of the texts which suggest the 
nature of the Self, is quite enough in the case of the 
highest grade of seekers. Manana or Vedic reasoning 
may be, however, needed for aspirants of. the second 
grade. 

This reason is not of the syllOgistic type, but only 
reasoning based upon intuitions of the nature of the Self. 
It may also be aided by a consideration of the empirical 
illustrations which an adept preceptor may cite in order 
to suggest the invariable dependence of the not-self (or 
empirical phenomena) on the Atman. 

The Dlustration of Genus and Species 

42. In this particular case, Yajnavalkya illustrates 
how everything else, the whole array of phenomena 
comprising actions, acting agents and other constituent 
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factors of actions and the results of actions in the universe, 
depend upon Atman for their being while they last. 

"« ~ ~~;:qql'1«04 ~ QlfiJl30CiGlgi4lCl ~ 
~ ~ M'4IQld«04 CIT ~~: II 

"« ~ ~ tAl~qI4«04 ;r qlijJl30<I30gi~ICl ~ 
~~~~CIT~~: II 

"« ~ ~ CfleJQl41a ;r CiI lijJ 130<130-
gi+. .. C(,.ijoli~ ~ 9 ~ ci\Qllql~«04 CIT ~ 
.: II V. ~-'-\-G, ~ I ~o. 

"ill the same way as while a drum is being beaten one 
cannot know the sounds as distinct entities, but only by 
knowing them as pertaining to the drum or to the beating of 
the drum, is the sound grasped as such; in the same way as 
while a conch is being blown one carinot know the sounds 
as diStinct in themselves, but only by knowing them as 
pertaining to the conch or'to the blowing of the conch, is the 
sound grasped as such; in the same way as while a Vi1}a is 

being. played on, one cannot know the sounds as distinct 
entities in themselves, but only by knowing them as pertaining 
to the Vil).a or to the playing on VlI).a, is the sound grasped 

as such," Br. 4--5-8, 9, 10. 

That is to say, as particular sounds produced can 

be recognized as inseparable from their genus, so also 

the phenomena .of the world can be known only as 

depending on Atman, There . is no phenomenon 
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whatever which can be grasped as an entity distinct from 
Pure Consciousness which is their · ~tman. Since there 

is no distinction of genus and species in ~tman, this 

illustration should be supposed only to suggest that 

empirical phenomena have no independent being of 

their own inasmuch as, metaphysi~ speaking, being 

can be only one and ~tman is Pure Being itself. 

The Univene a Manifestation of Brahman 

43. The next illustration is meant to suggest that 
the whole' universe spontaneously springs up from 
Brahman at the time of creation :-

~ ~steua4~'Wufe;(1eti ~ fCif~IIH~li err 
aRsW ~ 'f'W f.r:Jf)r~rifarili<iae.iI ~: ~
s~~:~mn~:~: 
(ii1IUtl3C5QI@4l'1lf:t CSQIUQI:tI:il1l ~ ~ Tl m: 
1RU m: ~ if 'ldl;q~arilf .. ~ f.r:4Jftm1f.I1I 

"In the same way as from a fire kindled with wet faggot 
diverse columns of smoke issue forth, even so, my dear, are 
the following the exhalation of the Supreme Being: the Rgveda, 
the Yajurveda, the S-ama Veda, the Atharvingrrasas, the Itihisa 
(traditional story), the Puripa, the Vidyi, the Upanishads, the 

S'IOkas, the Siitras, the sub-commentaries, the commentaries, 
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the sacrifice, the oblation of food, drink, this world and the 
next world and all the beings-all these are verily the exhalation 
of this Supreme Being." Br. 4-5-11, p. 942. 

The whole world differentiated by names and forms, 
is said to be produced here out of Brahman without any 
effort wh~tever like the exhalation of a person. 

The Dissolution of the World in ~an 

44. And every phenomenon in the world is 

dissolved into ~tman in the end. This is taught through 
the illustration of the sea :-

'U ~ 4tCfhUqql ~ 'tQiI4"~~ ~ ~ 
tc4~4i14 .. q~ .. ~ ~ 'tQiI4"~~ ~ ~ 
~a4i14 .. q~ .. ~ ~(4i14 .. q~ ~ ~ 
.m"q4i14"~~ .. ~ lR 'tQiI4 .. ~~ ~ fcrm;rt 
ftG4Q4i14 .. qci ~ ~ g~Ie.4i14"Qci 
4tChiql"'<I"ltJq~ 'tQiI4"Q~ ~ ~ ql~j\CiiI4"Q~ 
\tChIQ6Ci .. i qIGIEtCiiI4 .. q~ ~ ~ Cfllt4i14 .. '{ II 

41· ~-~-~~. 

just as the ocean is the one ultimate goal for merging 
in for all streams, even so, for all varieties of touch, the skin 
is the one goal. Even so, the nostrils are the one goal for all 
odours; even so, the tongue is the one goal for all tastes; even 
so, the eye is the one goal for all colours; even so, the ear is 
the one goal for all sounds; even so, the mind is the one goal 
for all varieties of willing (or imaginations); even so, the intellect 
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is the one goal for all actions; even so, the hands are the one 
goal for all actions; even so, the generating organ is the one 
goal for all pleasures; even so, the-anus is the one goal for all 
excretions and even so, the legs are the one goal for all 
movements; even so, the speech is the one goal for all the 
Vedas." Br·4-5-12. 

Herl the dissolution of the objects in the 

corresponding organs of sense, should be understood 
to have been intended as implicative of the final 

dissolution of all phenomena into :Xtman as Pure 
Consciousness. For instance, when it is said that all 
varieties of touch are dissolved in the skin or the organ 

of touch, the implicatiqn is that all particular varieties 
of touch dissolve themselves into the genus 'touch' and 
that genus into the genus of 'Sankalpa', and that genus 
in its turn into the intellect and that finally into Brahman 

which is Pure Consciousness in its essence. Similarly the 

organs of taste or those of sight etc., should be traced 

to their respective organs, the mind, the intellect and 
finally Pure Consciousness. The conclusion is that just 

~ all phenomena take their rise from Brahman, and 
continue to have their being in Brahman, so also they 

all merge in and become one with Brahman in the end. 

That is why Yijnavalkya begru:t with the proposition that 
there is nothing apart from Brahman (Vide p. 8) and 
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therefore the world of phenomena is verily Brahman 

itse.lf. 

This is one species of Vedic reasoning or Manana, 
the reasoning that the world being the effect of Brahman 

as the cause, does not exist apart from Brahman( ~ 
I$lSlit~<E*i(( 4ii4qJi(Uii""<4<E*~;iiipt 16ii&.dal:4i: Vide SBh. 

2-1-6, p. 189). 

That the whole universe takes its rise from ~tman 
or Pure Consciousness and dissolves itself again into 
that ~tman, can be verified from one's intuition of deep 
sleep where the world as an appearance is nought as it 
were, and so soon as one awakes, the world divided 
into the interior and the exterior, makes its spontaneous 
appearance ' (see Br. 2-1-20). The Vedantic reasoning 

involved in this reference, however, is not within the 
reach of beginners.} 

The Three Varieties of Dissolution 

45. The S'astras speak of three species of 
dissolution, diurnal, natural and the absolute. Diurnal 
dissolution takes place in deep sleep when everything 

1. Enquirers interested in the Avasthaic method (method 
of Reasoning based on the intuition of the states of 
consciousness), may study with profit 'Vedanta or the Science 
of Reality', published by the Adhyiitma Prakisha KiryaIaya 
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is dissolved into Atman. The natural is when the whole 
world is merged in Brahman at the end of each Kalpa 
or cyclic age. Both these are temporary, empirically 
speaking; for, sleep and world dissolution occur as a 
result of Karma, individual or collective, and though 
from the highest stand-point of Reality the souls along 
With the rest of the world, are really one with the real 
Atman during these states, the Jivas do not know that 
they are one with the Supreme Self there. As the 
Chandogya S'ruti says :-

(~)~:~:~: ~~;r~: Wd~ 
~II ijij. ~-~-~. 

"All these beings, having come from Pure Being, do not 
know that they have become one with Pure Being." Ch. 6-9-2. 

(~) ~: ~: ~: ~ ~ ;r ~: ~ 
~ ~I I uf. ~-~o-~. 

"All these beings, having come from Pure Being, do not 
know that they have come from Pure Being." Ch.6-10-2. 

Even while every being high or low, is really one 

with Reality for ever and there is really nothing else 

than Reality, and even while every being without 

exception sheds its apparently distinguishing adjunct, Or 

Upadhi in the shape of body, senses and mind whenever 

deep sleep or universal dissolution comes on, and 
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consequently there is not even the semblance of 

individuality in these states, yet creatures of all ranks, 

beginning with the lowest to the highest, are so 

prepossessed in favour of their identity with their 

circumscribing associates in waking, that they are barred 

from. reflecting upon their innate nature as Reality. This 

ignorance no less than the predilection for their 

preconceived indiViduality in waking, is what is called 

Avidya in Vedanta. When they have the good fortune 

to secure the sound advice of an adept teacher, they do 

reflect on their real nature and at once come to know 

that they have been always the one Reality without a 

second. This time their ignorance is effectively wiped 

off by enlightenment and the enchantment of the reality 

of the conditioning associates - the body, senses and 

mind - is dispelled for good. This is what is known as 

the Atyantika Pralaya - Absolute Dissolution. 

46. Yajnavalkya is now introducing Maitreyi into 

the notion of the Absolute dissolution :-

~~~s~~:~~~cn 
am~ ~S~: ~: ~ ~~: 
~ dl;4qljfq4~f:4fd ;r m (:i~I~(+04l: ~ ~ 
iji~q@f'4: II t. 'g-'-\-~~ 
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"Just as a lump of salt is entirely saline throughout, devoid 
of any within or without, even so, my dear, this 1ttman is 

entirely Pure Consciousness throughout, devoid of any within 

or without. Having emerged out of these elements, He 

vanished along with them and after transcending them there 

is no more consciousness (of anything else), 'So-say I, my 

dear', said Ycijnava1ky~ " Br. 4-5- 13. 

The ~ove is a description of how the Afman has 

taken shape, as it were, as an individual self owing to 

Avidya, . but on ·the dawn of enlightenment, loses his 

individuality. The illustration of water shaping it;self as 

a lump of salt for a time and resuming its intrinsic form 

on being immersed in water, is intended to convey the 

idea that just as its solidification is due to the mixing of 

foreign matter, individuality is due to the five elements 

set up by A vidya. Failing to catch this point quite, 

Maitreyi misinterprets the sage's statement and puts 

forward her objection thus :-

m ~ ~ ~ ~ .ngH'Q4IfQQiI CIT 

~ fCf\il141'-IH, ~ ~ ;r CIT aruw ~ i~'hOiQfCi41ii\ 
CIT aRS~£;Uf~Qqi II t. ~-~-~~ 

"TIlat Maitreyi -exclaimed, :Just here Your Reverence has 

led me into a point of confusion. I do not understand this at 

all!' He said 'I am certainly not saying anything confounding. 
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Deathless, indeed, my dear, is this ~tman of an indestructible 

nature.' " Br. 4-5-14. 

[The Madhyandina version of the Upanishad adds 

lffinS~~~@:1~ ~ (only there will be no contact of the 

particles of the elements) thus clarifying the sage's position. 

The me~illg is that there is only this difference in the tw? 
states. While ignorant the.fwa imagines that he is an individual 

owing to the limiting condition of the body &c. projected by 
A vidya, whereas when he has known the truth he realizes that 

he was never bound by these shackles fictitiously created by 
Avidya.] 

47. Badariiy~a in his Vedanta Sutras, sets forth 

three different views of three different sages with regard 

to the relation of the individual self and the Supreme 

Self. He is there discussing the question: 'How is it that 

Yajnavalkya beginS with a description -of human love 

for one's own petty self even while he has started to 

propound the nature of the Supreme Self transcending 

all mundane life?' 

(1) Here ]fs'marathya admits some sort of causal relation 
between the two selves and say that the aspect of identity of 
the two selves, is meant to be stressed here; for, there is the 
initial propOSition that '~tman being known, all this becomes 
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known'. According to this sage there is an aspect of difference 
also between the two selves. SBh. 1-4-20. 

a<iifitEild «chllcUfd\(IC4"IMlfq: ~-~- ~~. 

(2) AudulOmi postulates the difference between the 
individual self and the Supreme Self in the present life. But 
by dint of the practice of Jnina (knowledge), Dhyana 
(meditation) and other acts ·condudng to freedom, the 
individual self becomes merged in the Supreme Self. 

SBh. 1-4-21. 

(3) KQ.s'akrtsna, however, opines that the real Self 

unchanged is now and here the Jiya, who is only apparently 
the limited self. 

SBh. 1-4-22. 

Reality il the Only Atman 

48. It is Kas'alq-tsna's view that S'aDkara holds to 

be the only correct view. That this is right, is endorsed 

by Ycynavalkya himself. For he says : 

If;f ~ ~ 'lC1ffr ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
mm ~ 'f(R ~ ~ $d~qNq«ftt ~ W 
~~W~~W~~W 
ftm;nftr u ~ .. ciq,Ai.1''1Tiihot * q""ihot * ~ 
.. iii Hifl'fl*' Qi¥iN~*, '$ "l~q,'fl~ '$ ~ 
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~ '$ ~~ii~ ci; fcNtI=ih'hfJ~ct d ~ w ltrr 
fq;iji=iltCl(( .. 'iI. ,,-~- ~~ 

"For where there is duality, as it were, there one sees 
another, there one smells another, there one ~tes another, 
there one talks to another, there one hears another, there one 
thinks of another, there one touches anotJ.ter, there one 
understands another. Butwhere to this (person), all has become 
Xtman alone, whom' could one see and with what, there 
whom could one smell and with what, there to whom could 
one talk and with what, there to whom could one touch and 
with what, there whom cold one know and with what? With 
what could one know Him through whom one knows all 
this?" 1 

Br. 4-5-15. 

It is evident that when absolute dissolution has taken 

place upon the dawn of enlightenment, there is no 

question of any VyavaJiara or human dealings (thinking, 

talking or acting) whatever; for, .the Absol~te is the One 

without a second. It is to this state what Yajnavalkya 

referred when he said ";f JRlf ~ (there is no 

consciousness of another there.) While it is true that 

empirical consciousness is absent as a matter of course 

1. In these sentences t;r lPJ has been translated 'Whom 
and with what ? But it could be translated as 'What ... and with 
what ?' with equal propriety; only we should have to understand 
the word ~' after ., . 
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in deep sleep and other kindred states, and the JIva 

becomes one with the Absolute, that Satsampatti (union 

with Pure Being or the Absolute) is threatened with a 

break in these states, for one may return to the waking 

state subsequently, yet in the Absolute Dissolution which 

is gained thr~ugh enlightenment, one realizes that he 

has always been the Absolute Alman without aI1Y vestige 

of empirical consciousness or action. This point has been 

clarified by S' arlkara in his Bhashya on the Vedanta 

Siitras (4-2-8 and 44-16). 



SECTION SIX 

NIDIDHYASANA, UPAsANA AND YOGA 

The Relation of the Sequel 

49. It has been seen that a repeated practice of 
S'ravalla and Manana combined, may be necessary for 

a large number of aspirants for Dars I ana or intuition of 
Atman though that practice is not what S' allkara, the 

author of the Sutra-Bhashya, recognizes to be 
Nididhyosana, as some Vedantins preceding and 
succeeding him have supposed it to be. What exactly 
is this Nididhyasana then according to ,him ? The 
Maitreyi BriilimCllla itself closes with reason or Manana, 

and the Bhashya thereon does not precisely defin~ what 
Nididhyasana is. In his introduction to the n,ext 
Brahm~a, the Bhashyakara says :-

am:qf.r Tl ~ ~ ~ ~ I amqr Tl 

W:r: ~ I {1~I~I(q1 ~: ~ Tl ~ ~ 
Rf~E4If*id&l :- ~ Tl ~{~HSlq)I(1 ~: I mT ~: . 
~ I q"t1&1~id: I "ffir Tl ot ~:' I 

'~~' ~ Slf(1~ldf<i ~ - atl~q)*ilqHH€li{, 
O1ltf1c6ica::cH€I'(, ~1~q)SI~C4(€j Tl I mmt ~ $t'C4WI~~ 
O1I~q)~lql;q'II\1(CISI~C4I@:1: I d~I~I§;f"tfdf4~qdi(ilf;lOI
~ I ....... ~ '~ ~' ~ Slfu~ldf<i 
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afl((i'HQfi1f~Rt(i1~(€i ~ g4~14IqSi~I~4 q~QI@0't4 
SlRt~ld~ll!I~ f.r4n:R ~ II 

"It has been enunciated that Atman being known, all 
this becomes known and that Atman is dearer than everything 
else. Therefore Atman is to be seen. And the ways of seeing 
Him have been stated (in the statement) 'He is to be heard 
about, reflected upon and contemplated'. Here, He has to be 
heard about through Agama (or S'ruti) and preceptor, and 
He is to be reflected upon by means of reason. And the reason 
adduced for the enunciation 'All this is Atman', was that 
Atman alone is the one genus (that is co~on to all) that all 
is born ofAtman alone and that everything ultimately dissolves 
in Atman. Now this reason of Atman being the one genus, 
the one source of origin and the one final goal of dissolution, 
may be thought to be not established. So this Brahmana is 
begun to ward off this objection ..... Or rather, it may be that 
after adducing reason-to the effect that everything originates, 
is sustained by and dissolves in - Atman for the general 
enunciation that All this is Atman, the original proposition 
enunciated is again concluded by the Madhu Brahm~a, 

which makes general statements mostly in accordance with 
tradition." Br.J3h. 2-5-1, pp. 769, 770. 

Brihadarnyaka Bhashya on Nididhyasana 

50. It is strange that the Brihadaranyaka Bhashya 
never states exactly what Nididhyasana is even in the 
context where it has to be discussed. Nevertheless, it is 
noteworthy that the author of the Bhashya, does imply 
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that Nididhyasana is -not merely a combined practice of 
S'ravaT}il and Manana as the Prasarllkhyanavadins aver, 

but something over and above both (cf. ~~451CfiI(l ~: 
the three ways of seeing have been stated). The 
following extract is an additional piece of evidence on 

this behalf :-

at~oqi&ild'l • arr ~<p!I;aI¥d&lMqlilq~~'1'(, 
51~q9aI 6l0114;aoql~gqqffl5l~~Pt4 I Qgil$lUt4 ~ 
r .. r~I~'1fClftHiiiH' ~ I ~ ~ ~ 3WI~'1I~ijlfid'l, 
"id«la~ 1M'1CXI1(; lm ~ l«f OW ~ ~, 
• f4fG!4I~4 ~ ~ ~ f.tfGUlI~4fCl~('1tiCli ~II 

,. 'IT. ~-"'-~, 'QT. \9\90 

'Others explain that up to the illustration of the drum, 
the subject-matter of S'rava1J.a has been stated by 'Agama, by 
the portion prece~g Madhu Brihrn~a the subject-matter of 
Manana has been set forth by adducing reason and by the 
Madhu Brahrn~a is presented the Vidhi (injunction) of 
Nididhyasana. However the matter may stand, one has to 
reflect upon the subject-rnatter exactly in accordance with the 
conclusion by 'Agama and it is in accordance with the reflection 
alone, the thing determined by reason and 'Agama, will have 
to be conducted the practice of Nididhyasana also. A distinct 
injUnction of Nididhyasana is therefore certainly useless." 

Br. Bh. 2-~1, p. 770. 

The view criticized here is that of BhartrPrapanca. 

For the present it is sufficient to observe that that 
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commentator also is looking for Nid~dhyasana or 
contemplation where not a trace of it is to be fO\J..i.",:l. 

Sures vara in his Vartika writes in this connection 
as follows: 

Rr~I~~f{t4il~ 4ifiliiijl. lR1l I 

QSiI6lU1Qa-g ;r ~ 1Iffrqffif;r: II. 

td' ~ llrs"~iuIIN " ~: I 

11 ~ -f.Itona) Rr~i~~!fCiija II 

~i=I=~ 11I 
•• CIT. ~-~-~~. ~~. ~~. 

"The next Madhu Brihmapa is taken by some to be 

begun for the sake of enjoining Nididhyasana. But this does 
not seem to be proper. For what has been heard about and 
supported by reason also, that very conclusion is what is known 
as Nididhyisana. That which has been attained through 
S'astra, 1tcarya and intuition and has also been supported by 
reason-such is the kind of knowledge regarding the unity of 
Alman that is called Nididhyasana." Br. V. 2-~14, 15, 16. 

[For Sures'vara, Nididhjasana is the resultant knowledge 
and not meditation.] 

NididhyiSana According to the 
Siitra-Bhashya 

51. The Siitra-Bliashya, however, regards 
Nididhyisana also to belong to the category of ~ental 
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acts as means to the at~ent of knowledge. This 
Bhashya is nowhere seen to identify Nididhyasana with 
the resultant knowledge as Sures'vara's V-artika does. 
On the other hand, we find express statements deciaring 
it as a Kriya (an act) to be performed. 

(~) ,~ ~ Rf«e.uf~doq:' ~ci\ijiffliicit 
6HlijI~q~%'i: ~ ~ II . 

'i. 'IT. ~-~-~, 'QT. ~,o. 

"Repeated teaching of the type 'He is to be heard about, 
reflected upon and contemplated points to the repetition of 
the concepts." SBh. 4-1-1, p. 460. 

(~) ~~i ... q4cHti'1iR fW .l3ICfUiic{lO<liCff4Q .... if .. ~ 
~ II 'i. 'IT. ~-~-~, 'QT. ~'o. 

"S'ravaz.ta and the practices proposed for culmination in 

vision, would yield results to be actually experienced only 
when they are repeatedly practised" SBh. 4-1-1, p. 460. 

(~) a1f1f q '~', 'f.:tf~I~4 q' ~-
u'jfijifjf'ri1atCf ~ ~ II 

'i. 'IT. ~-~~, 'QT. ~'o. 

"Moreover, by the words 'Upasanam' and 
'Nididhyasanam' is denoted an act exclUSively implying 
repetition." S6h. 4-1-1, p. 460. 

(~) mr l.I'If.r ~ ~Q044~~i4iv.O'iqi~4if .. , 
dio:QchUdif«C4<l CfiI4q=4C4~141;fjffi ~H'1f1aqlqlii!f~qftqIOI'l I 

;r fW ~Q044~'PI ~ f.IuR ~ fq:;flti0lf~~ ~ii 
'i. 'IT. ~- ~-n, 'QT. ~\9~. 
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"Now, with regard to Upasanas intended for 
right-knowledge, the extent of their repetition is selfevident 
since they are to cuhninate in the production of their effect 
just' like pounding of paddy; for, no further exertion can be 
urged (in their case) after right-knowledge, their effect, is 

1 ' 
produced." SBh. 4-,1-12, p. 471. 

The above extracts must suffice to convince' the 
reader that the author of the Sutra-Bhashya not only 

regards Nididhyasana as a mental act serving as a means 
to produce the Vision of Alman, but also actually calls 
it by the name of 'Upasana' as well. 

The Meanings of the Words Upasana and 
, Jnana 

52. This circumstance, however, should not lead 
anyone to conclude that S' allkara actually identifies the 

processes of Upasana and Nididhyasana, for, the word 
~Upasana' is used in the S'rutis and Smrtis in three 

different senses. The following citations will vouch for 
this statement : 

(~) ~ ~ ~ 1lfeJ! an ~ ~ Pd': 
~sCflfuo: ~ qr ~ ct ;r ~I 

1. The injunction 'He shall pound the paddy' (c;i)it'1q~f~) 
demands the pounding' up to the point of the separation of the 
husks from the rice grains and can serve no purpose after the 
separation. 
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~ It ~ '5ITUit ;mr '1Cffif qG;qIq:q~: 

~ -q;cn;Ir q""dI«l~(1If.:t q)q"lql~q· II It lfts(f 
(tq;gql~ ;r It ~ ~(f ~ 
'ijEl('4IJiJlq'MYt(lIiSi ~ wi ~ ~ II 

"Now this On~ has entered here up to the tip of the 
nails in the same way as a razor may be enclosed in a razor-case, 
or as the all-pelVading frre may be concealed in a source of 
frre. They do not see Him; for, He is not the whole. Only 
when he breathes he is P;arza (the living soul); while speaking, 

the speaker; while seeing, the seer; while hearing, the hearer; 
while thinking, a thinker. These are only names due to his 
functions. So one who thinks of each of these aspects Singly, 
he knows not; for thus viewed singly he is not the whole. One 
should think of him ('Upasita') as jJ;tman alone, for here alone 
all these become one." 

Br. 1-4-7. 

It is obvious that the word ~ Upasita (One 
. should regard him) ~:iql~ (thinks of these singly), 

cannot be translated as 'one should meditate', 'he who 
meditates on Him' etc. The context is that of knowledge, 
not of meditation. 

(~) ltCY ~ Qr ri;Nj(W1lf~fd lTRr ~ I am 
1Ig ~: ~: ~~ISbS~C"ffi$ ~ ~ m: ~ 
~ 1f ~ ~ II m .. ~-q~-q. 
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"All this, indeed, is Brahman; for it is Tajjawn 
(originating, merging, and breathing in it.) Therefore one 
should calmly meditate upon it. Now, man is made up of 
thoughts. Just as one thinks in this life, so also he becomes 
after departing from here, he should resolve." Ch. 3-14-1. 

Here, obviously,'\3tmfur' (Upasita) is used in the 

sense of 'one shoUld meditate'; for, th~ result one's Kratu 

(resolution or continuous stream of thoughts) here, is 

said to transform one into a corresponding state in the 
next. 

Difference Between Jnana and Upiisana 

53. It is necessary for students of Vedanta to be 

able to distinguish between Jnana and Upasana in their 
restricted sense as technically used by S'aflkara and his 

followers; for, as we have seen above, both the words 
are used in either of these senses. the follOwing extracts 

from the Chandogya Bhashya and th~ Sutra Bhashya 
will clarify Sf aflkara's view in the matter:-

(~) ~nfCl&i~li:'HlfClf~~S6QI?lfQ(1~ &i"Yf~&ii{&i
~ ;4C1J&iqi(1rCl~I"l'( I (::NqldllfClCl 

~ (\ii€Uf~~{C\qf"lW-f: Sf&iI4ilfOfMi1: I 

~ 9 4$!l14iIl~flqNd f4ifJJdll(i1u!"l9Q1 dll?OI ~ 
flilHfi:li1ilr'dfl~I"l&i{oi ~OISl('4414~ft(1't ~~:Il 

ID. em. arcf. lIT. ~~ ~. 
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"The knowledge of non-duality (OIlafq~II"1q)iS the 
remover of the natural (wrong) knowledge of (the distinction) 
of the doer and other factors of action, action and the result 
of action, super-imposed on the changeless Atrnan, just like 
the ascertainment of the real nature of a rope etc. superimposed 
on the rope, etc. Upasana is taking up some object proposed 
by the S'astra and setting up a stream of ideas corresponding 
to it, but not interrupted by any idea dissimilar to it. This is 
the difference." 

Ch. Up. p. 352. 

[Ibis is further clarified in the next excetpt.] 

(~) tlIR ~ <rnN ~, <MIN ~ $., 
~, ar.<m err ~ ~, SMtt",,(CtI«( I ~ ~ 
S1qIOI\jjO<l'l I 'S11mlt Tl ~ttcH1f~q(j'l I a«ft ~ 
~q&i~4f4!l1 err $. ~ I ~ q~tt""ftq rn(; 

:r ilI~"ltt""'l, ;nfQ-~ I ~, ~fQ-~ 
~ II ~. ~. ~-~-'g, 'QT. ~l. 

"While Dhjana or Cintana (meditation) is mental, yet it 
can be done, not done or even done in some other way; for 
it depends on the will of a person. ButJnana (knowledge) is 

born out of some means (of right knowledge) and objectifies 
a thing just as it is; hence, knowledge cannot be done, not 
done, or done in some other way. For, it is solely dependent 
on its object and not on any injunction or on the will of a 
person. Therefore Jnana (knowledge), though mental, is 
altogether of a different species." 

SBh. 1-1-4, p. 18. 
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[In short, Upisana (Dhyana or Cintana) or meditation, 
is a mental act, whileJnana (knowledge) is a mental idea born 
corresponding to a thing.] 

54. The names, 'Upasana' and 'Dhyana' are also 
sometimes given to Nididhyasana. The latter, however, 
is a psychological process "c?f a quite different kind. It 
consists in a sustained effort to concentrate the mind 
upon any minute thing in order to know it as it is. The 
effort made by a scientist, for instance, when he uses a 
microscope to find the suspended impurities in water, 
or when he uses a telescope to ascertain the nature of 
a distant object may be likened to Nididhyasana. Only, 
the latter is used for introspection to ascertain the nature 
of the Self, and has that further distinctive feature of· 
thinning the mind till it finally becomes one with the 
Self. We shall now quote a few instances where the word 
or its equiv~ent refers to this mental process. 

This very word is used in the passage which 
describes Yajnavalkya's response to Maitreyi's request 
to be taught the means for immortality: 

(~) ~ ~ 'iiq~(1i:tii(9QifQifq it ~ !I .q 
f .. f~i!lii~~R1 II ,. ~-"'-"" 'QT. ~~o. 

"Very well then, my dear, I shall explain this to you, but 
concentrate as I go on explaining." 
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[The word r.ffGWH1~ obviously means 'employ all your 
attention upon what I say'.] 

The second example is from BadaraY3.Q.a's Sutra 

(Vs. 3-3-14) 

(~) ~ ~ II . ~-~-~~. 

"The detailed enunCiation of the series, is only for 
;Idkjana, for it serves no other purpose." Vs.3-3-14. 

S'aDkara's Bhishya on this runs as follows :-

(~) . atiElfiOfi~fd I ati&:lIOf'laC61q eUi.«'~Of'~t'4ei: I 

eUi.«,~.tieiqq @6'ElfI .. ~qFC{f4a, ;r iCllElfiOfftq ~II 
'i. 'IT. ~-~-~~, 'QT. ~~~. 

"The word amzn;mr (for contemplation means for the 
purpose of achieving right vision through contemplation; for, 
contemplation is here taught as a means to right vision (of the 
~tman) and not for the sake of contemplation itself." 

SBh. 3-3-14, p. 386. 

Samadhi for the Vision of Alman 

55. .Like the word 'Dhyana', 'Samadhi' also has 
misled even great sub-commentators to go astray and 
fuse V ~a:nta and Pitanjala YOga into one system in 
their explanation ofS'ankara's Bhishya. Thus Vicaspati 

Mis'ra explains the meaning of the Sutra (3-3-39) 
tiqiElf'i4lcU~ (And for the reason that there could be no 
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'Samadhi' at all, the individual self must be considered 
to be an agent) in these words :-

(~) B4IlfuFU~ ~{j4l~qM~ I tll~uli~HBqlij~j W 
~{jqQG~G .. ;){jI: I ~: I~ ~:' ('~. ~. ~-~) 
~I am-I~ lMJ&J' ~ ijl~onQ~~I: I 'f.1f~~rFfI('1&j:' 
~ ~: I I~:' ~ Bql~M~~I: I ~:
I~ arHq~41I:11f .. ..mt BHi\Q~!0<4f'iq ~:' (it. ~-~) 
~ , ms~ <fiffi am:qr Bqltll~Qf~~{j4l10i amtR: 

di~('CIq<lRto-~~:" m. 11T. ~-~-~~L lIT. ~~~. 

"By the word 'Samadhi', the author of the SUtra implies 
Sainyama also; for 'Dhararza', Dhyana and Samadhi, are all the 

three of them together denoted by the word Samyama. So 
say the YOgins : (Y s. 3-4) 'The triad concentrated at one and 
the same point is Samyama'. Here (in this S'ruti), 'To be heard 

about and to ·be reflected upon' teaches Dhara'[la; 'To be 

contemplated' teaches ' Dhyana; and 'To be seen' teaches 
Samadhi. For so has it been said 'This same Dhyana revealing 
only the object, and appearing as though it had not essential 
nature, is (called) Samadhi (Ys. 2-3) . Now this same agent who 
is taught the Samadhi looks upon himself as an agent This is 
the meaning of the Sutra." 

V.Bh. 2-3-39, p. 615. 

It is passing strange that Yacaspati Mis'ra, imbued 

with his YOgic ideas (for, he has commentated upon 

YOga Bhashya also), can discern YOgic terminology even 
in Vedantic passages which do not even smell of any 
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such admixture. We have seen that Yajnavalkya never 
went beyond S'rava.r.ta and Manana in his teachings and 

Maitreyi was able to attain immortality only by so much 

teaching. And yet this writer with his YOgic microscopy 
finds a loophole for this terminology in the one word 

'Samadhi' in the face of the Sutrkara's express summary 

rejection of the YOga system hI a single Sutra ~ <1m: 
~: 'By this (repudiation of the Samkhya), YOga also 

may be considered to have been refuted.' (Vs. 2-1-3)! 

And S' ankara says in so many words :-

(~) ~ G~~'1~Ck1't ~ '~li'ii4PIlf1mn( ~, 
~ IDr ~ 9rr.t T.f _ 

S1fl1l~i'lRflIC4.IOijOQ't II ~. 'ill. ~- ~- ~, 'QT. ~{, ~. 

"As for the S'ruti cited above, 'That cause attained 
through Samkhya and YOga', it must be understood that Vedic 
Jnana and Dhyana alone are denoted by the words Samkhya 
and YOga; for, these are more proximate to the context." 

SBh. 2-1-3, p. 182. 

56. And PrakashaJman. in whose name the 

Paiicapadika-Vivar~a School has attained so much 

popularity among modern pundits, has been also 
tempted to call in the aid of the YOga School to def~nd 
this vision of the Advaitic Atman. He writes :-
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(~) ~ 18I1Ni3'qqlldG,t::t41: ~: \1lftk4!jii4d ? 

;r eN ~ {l': I ~~~"(tI~Cii(tiG""i(, ~
("Cic4fqwINntMf.tr""Id"G,\-t~ II 1t. fir. lB. ~~~O. 

"(Ohjection :.) How is it that the intuition ofBrahmitman 
and perception of duality, are made to be simultaneous here? 

"(Reply :-) We do not say that both of these are 
simultaneous, but only that in AsamprajTiQl6 SarMdhi (the 
Samidhi of the Wlconscious state), the vision of the one Ittman 
is attained at one time, .but at another time, duality is perceived 
owing to the empirical consciousness projected by fructifying 
karma. " PV. p. 1240. 

Of course this is in direct opposition to S' aDkara 

who says in emphatic tenns : 

(~) ;r Tmt 6Qq61(11Ucft$q\l4lfctitqf.lCli;ir$~ 
lfif ~ ~; .~' lftf I8IINitlq(:lql .. q\l4I~""" 

"Nor can this absence of all Vyavah4r6 (human procedure 
of knowledge, speech, and action) declared in Br. 4-5-15) be 
reasonably said to be due to a particular state; for, the nature 
of Brahmitman taught by the S'ruti 'That thou art' is not due 
to any particular state." . SBh. 2-1-14, p. 198. 

Samadhi Referred to by Badarayu,.a 

57. This is not to say that neither BidaraYcqla nor 

S' ankara, recognizes any Samadhi -state at all .For 

Bidaray~ has the S'ruti : 
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(~) a1N il ~ S«4ti13qI41~1'l " 

~. 'i. 1-~-~~. 

"Mor~ver (YEp see the Xtman devoid of all specific 
distinctions) in the SamradkaTia state, for so say the S'rutis 

and the Smrtis." VS. 3-2-24. 

And S'aDkara quotes the KQthaka (4-1) and the 

Mutulalca (3-1-8) Upanishads in confonnation of what 

the Siitrakara has said, and observes that the seeming 
difference implied here between the devotee and 
Brahman contemplated upon, is due to Upadhis, but 
intrinsically there is non-difference alone. (SBh. p. 367) 

Does this mean that the Vedantic doctrine of Reality . 
. relies on the mystic-experience of Samadhi for its 
verification ? By no means. The follOwing excerpt from 
the Sutra-Bhishya shows how the genuine doctrine of 
S' aitkaras tradition, assesses the evidence of this state. 

(~) lNIT fW ~~ql&:iI«lctN ~ ~ 
atfCi'it14ISii~ f_I~14(Oi114"'f~dtEil(( ~ y.r: ~ 
fcrql1fr 'lCffir, .~ ~ I ~ ~ - -lI'T: 
lICIT: 1m: ~ ~ ;r ~: ~ ~ ~ , n 
",.-a.mn ?n ~ ?n ~ ?n Q- ?n m ?n ~ 
?n ~ ?n ~ ?n ~ ~' lftr I ltVn 

~N 1R1rnIIf.f N"'~14Sifd.;it fct'it,tlC5QctlU.: 
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~C1C1~&.4i~d: fuffit~, t(ClqqldiCiN N$iAi~I<15iffiatJ:CI 
fcNiti~ifCRt"'jqif4a II 

~. 'qT. ~-~-~, 'QT. ~~~, ~~~. 

"For in the same way as in deep sleep, samadhi etc. 
natural non- distinction accrues, and yet on waking, distinction 
reappears as before on account of the non-removal of 
mis-conception, so also it may very well be here (in the case 
of dissolution). In the same way, indeed, as even in the case 

.of the Supreme 1ttman devoid of all distinction empirical 
distinction does obtain in the state of sustentation un-impeded 
as in dreams, owing to misconception, so also in the case of 
dissolution, potentiality of distinction may be inferred as due 
to the self-same misconception." SBh. 2-1-9, pp. 191, 192. 

It will be noted that S'allkara considers the 

distinction between Samadhi and resumption of (the 
normal state of) waking, to be on a par with the 
distinction between deep sleep, and other states of 

"unconsciousness (like swoon where non-duality is 

e"xperienced) and waking, whatever be the degree of ; 
normality assigned to these states of unconsciousness by 
the common man. The fact that these states of 
non-duality are experienced by man, leads to the 
indubitabre conclusion that experience of duality is not 
the inalienable nature of one's self. That is why 
Badaray~a as explained by S' allkara, refers to deep 

sleep no less than to the state of release, when he explains 
hat either of these states is meant whenever S'rutis speak 
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of the utter absence of empirical consciousness. The 
Sutra referred to is 

(CI1C4q~cnJI ('<h'I(I~ fu " "g- "g- ~~. 

"This (absence of consciousness) refers to either of the 
states of deep sleep and absolute merging in Brahman; for, 
this has been rev~aled by the S'rutis only in that context" 

V.S. 4-4-16, pp. 509, 510. 

YOga in the Upanishads 

58. In fact we do see the term YOga used in the 

Upanishads themselves for Nididhyasana as a means to 
the vision of Atman. Thus in the Kathaka Upanishad 

we find the following statement :-

(~) 'ff ~ i,liq"1S1fclt! ~ ~ ~ I 
~saltqJlilifipi4"1 ~ lJ(ql mu ~ ~II 

<6T. ~-~~. 

"That Deva (Shining One) of yore hard to see, has 
entered into a secret place, is concealed in the cave (of 

the heart) and dwells in a spot fraught with many a risk. 

KnOwing Him by the attainment of Adhyatma YOga, the 

wise man is freed from both elation and grief." 

Ka.2-12. 
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"Naciketa having got this wisdom taught by Mrtyu (yama, 

the God of Death) and the entire process of YOga, attained 
Brahman and became free from all the impurity (of virtue 
and vice) and from death. Anyone else also who knows this 
pure Adhya:tma (inmost Reality), will become such." 

Ka.6-18. 

Both of the above-cited texts expressly tell us that 

Adhyatma- YOga is conducive to the knowledge of 

:Alman. 

59. The Modus operandi of this Vedit YOga as 
distinguished from the Patanjala and the other varieties 

of YOga, is also set forth, in tl,le Kathaka Upanishad. 

S'ankara refers to this YOga in these terms :-

(~) ~ ~ ~ ~SS(\lT ;r ~, ~ 
~ ~ ~~: (qu. ~-~~) ~ 
~ ~ 5V;Ctlq(q~~1 ~ ~ ~ 
- ~iOiiIS.:.i4;H'ihll*'~t1iO~"" am=qf.r I ~""i4ki4f"1 lfflfir 
f4<:1i0'dtliOi0H1 am=qf.r'(qu. ~-~~) ~ " 

~ 'i1cIftr ~ 1Rfu ~; 
Cjltllf~CiU~f;S::~C4jQH~~\i4 q41ql~OIlCjf(1wad I lRlsN 
fctq€lfqC6('A:jI~ fqC6('A:j<:{lq~@I'1 ~""~I<lf~dl~i ~ 
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~ ~ I mtnftr ~ q~('4I(qR ~
~ en ~ ~dlqlcf.l4 ~ I ~ ~ 
~ am=qf.f SliMUIClfa ~ ym lffi<IT ~ 

Slfd60lq~tHfu if "-~. 'ill. ~-),{-~, ltT. ~)'{\9, ~),{G. 

"The S'ruti says in the following text that the highest 
heaven of Vishnu is difficult to comprehend:'This Atman hid 
in all beings, does not shine forth, but he can be seen by those 
who are in the habit of discerning subtle entities by means of 
one-pOinted and subtle Buddhi' (K 3-12) and sets forth the 
details (of the technique) of Yoga meant for the realization of 
that Atman. 'One who can discern should first control and 
fix the speech in the mind and that he should fix in]nanatman 
(the knowing Self). (That)jnrulatman must be fixed in Malian 
Alman and that Mahin Atman again in the tranquil Atman." 

(IG. 3-13) 

The import of the text is this :-

"Speech should be controlled in the mind; that is to say, 

one muxt renounce the functions of the speech and other 

external senses and should take his stand as the mind alone. 

And this mind also, when it inclines to revolve the objects, 

should be fixed in Buddhi (intellect) denoted (here) by the 

word Jnana (the faculty) of determination, by noting the evils 

of revolving things in the mind. And that Buddhi should be 

fixed in the Mahan Atman (the Great Atman), the experiencing 
Self; or it may be, in the first b()rn (Cosmic) Buddhi (of 

Hirapyagarbha) by making it more refined; and the Mahan 

Atman in its tum must be firmly fixed in the S7inta Alman 
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(The Tranquil A:tman), the Supreme Purusha, the final goal, 

in whose context (this YOga is being taught)." 

SBh. 1-4-1, pp. 147, 148. 

(~) a«IU ~4i(q(qfqd~qi ~ ~ I ~ 
T.f ~ (Oj~dqf(1ijicH1i if ~ I df'~i4i~q 
'C4iUiJ~'44~"1 -smr:' (<61". ~-~~).~ ~ II 

"V. m. ~-~-~4, m.~i.\9. 

"Hence it is to be ~oncluded that the other items (the 

senses, the sense objects, the mind, the intellect etc. referred 

to in Ka. 3-10, 11) are all not the Self. It is for the realization 

of that P;:bnan alone, that Adhyatma YOga has been laid down 

in the text 'The discriminating person should control and fix 

the speech in the mind ... ' (Ka. 3-13)." 

SBh. 3-3-15, p. 387. 

It is clear that Adhyana and (Adhya:tma) YOga are 

both terms interchangeable with Nididhyasana, or even 

Dpasana recognized by Sf allkara as the means of 

Sainyagdars'ana (Right ViSion) of Atman (lflR 

{iU4~G~t4~;gqi{i4if4 SBh. 4-1-12). This same Adhyana 

(contemplation) or YOga is seen to be explai~ed at some 

length in the Bhagavadgit"j" at the end of the fifth chapter 

and in the sixth chapter. There also it is taught that 

withdrawing from the senses, the mind, and the Buddhi 

leads to the vision of Atman. 
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"'!be Muni (contemplative person) who has controlled 
his senses, Manas and Buddhi and is intent on release, and 
who is always free from desire, fear and wrath, is surely free." 

G.5-28. 

("> ~: '1~~q~qwUi tra,61di ii I 
~lR:~';f~~11 
V<ft lfttt f.IIJmr q4JiI(I1qr~"Wl I 
~ r..q4d~'(qJiCi • ~ II 
SI'IiOdq ... ~ "t.t ~ t(J9",qi( I 
~ ~ "'ldQC6(l'qQi( II 

m. ~-~"I ~~, ~\9. 

"Little by little one should withdraw by Buddhi controlled 
through fortitude. One should fix the mind oa :Atman and 
think of nothing else. In whatever direction the wavering and 
unsteady mind stirs out, from each such object he should 
rest;rain it and bring it under his direct control. To this YOgin, 
indeed, whose mind has dissolved (into :Atman) the highest 
bliss accrues, for his (delUSion and other) distressing factors 
have been destroyed and he has become Bralunan and free 
from all taint" G. 6-25 to CZl. 

(,,) 41~d(i(q'('n4 ~ ~ I 
~ cn4'~Cfd'(qi' ~~: II 

m. ~-~f{. 
"One whose inner organ has been quieted by YOga, sees 

the same (Reality) everywhere and sees Abnan in all beihgs 
and a beings in Abnan." G. °6-29. 
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60. This view of S' ankara, is in perfect contrast 

with Bhartr-PrapailCa'S exposition ofDhyana. The latter 

describes the process thus : 

"One should merge one's self in the Supreme Akshara, 
and think of that 1ttrnan as the hub and the whole Universe 
of gods etc. as the spokes and should go on meditating and 
become permeated by this continuous thought. Thus 
meditating without break, the aspirant becomes one with that 
1ttman like a smelted piece of metal never to return (to the 
mundane life), and the nature of (the Atman) meditated upo~ 
without any trace of the nature of the meditator is also reached. 
While this wheel of Brahman, is within all beings, yet they do 
not experience it because they are not aware of it."l 

Bhartr. on Br. 2-5-15. 

1. This is one of the numerous excerpts from 
Bhartr-Prapanca's Vrtti on Brhadaranyaka that one finds 

scattered in 1tnandagiri's Tika on the Bhashya and Sures'vara's 
V-artika thereon. A collection of these would throw abundant 
light on most of the Vedantic views held by the tradition of that 
commentator. 
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Obviously Bha.rtr-Pr~par1ca takes Nididhyasana 

here as an act of creative imagination which depends 

on the practicant's will. He does not seem to be ready 

to admit that a mere study of the meaning of Veaantic 

texts (teaching the nature of Brahman) and verification 

of it by reason based upon intuition, c~ possibly" lead 

to the Vision of Atman. 



SEC'nON SEVEN 

ARE S'RA V ~A, AND OTHER MEANS 

ENJOINED ? 

Disagreement Among Advaitins 
Themselves 

61. We now arrive at a criti~ question. Are 
S'ravaIJ.a and other means of Vision enjoined by the 

Veda like the other Upasanas, or are they merely given 
as directions to seekers of Reality ? The answer to this 
question obviously depends on what we mean by 
Dars'anC£, S'rava.I}a, Manana and Nididhyasana We 

have seen in the .. previous sections of this work that 
c:lifferent Vedantins of different schools, have defined 
these practices in different ways. It is only S'allkara and 

. with him Sures'vara ~e author of the B:rhadianyaka 

and the Taittirlya V-artikas, that stand alone with their 
doctrine that atman as the self-established Self of all 
beings, desiderates no active effort to be seen other than 
that required for . the removal of Avidya. All others, 
whether antecedent to S'allkara or subsequent to him 

and even some of the followers ofS' allkara who postulate 

a positive Avidya enveloping Atman's real nature, insist 
as a rule that the enquiry into the nature of Brahman 
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itself started in the Brahrna-Sutras, presupposes this 
injunction. A particular section of Vedantins, however, 
like the followers of M~dana Mis'ra and Vicaspati 

Mis'ra, have maintained that so'kshatkara or direct 
experience of the Atrnan, is possible only on the 
complete removal of Avidyi and its deep impression 
on the mind by some Bhivana or practice of continuous 
creative irnagblation -even while they admit that the 
means in question ate not enjoined by the S'rutis. 

We shall briefly record the different views held by 
different Vedantins according to the different systems 
they' have attempted to bring out of the teachings of the 
Upanishads. 

Detail~ of Different Opinions 

62. First of all, we shall see what Sures'vara says:~ 

"Therefore se)f~knowledge not depending on the will of 
a person, there can be no injunction "with regard to it. 

Anvaya· Vyatireka (the act of r~ason) based on continuance 
and variability being dependent on it, is enjoined. S'rav~a, 
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Manana, as also control of the mind and to the senses etc., a 
person can do (according to his will), and therefore these are 
also enjoined." Br. V. 2-4- 121, p.1053. 

(2) The author of Panca-padika considers 8' ravaqa 

and other means as merely eulogistic :- . 

(~) C5: ~:? ~ ~ - fQiql4iI{C$

Qi("fltciq;lt( ~ ~ ~ • ~(1I!i",qltci~14 
SifdNQI«f~q9( ';r en aR ~: ~ ..rnr: firq) ~' 
~ q('q~t\f\"Et(,(t:i ~ amq;f ~ddq(CIqI6 I ~ 
~ ~ftijddq(CIg'6Qa j fij; ~ q('qI<ft"'I~cfi(,ut!i
d+:flfilAd(CIg'6Qa '~ .~ ..rnr: firq) ~, ~I 
~ ;r fW d~ilf .. @ ~ ~ I d~I«4.nQI~"Iltci'" 

l(~ftijd(CIg<kl'l1 ~ 'QCiZf: ~:' ~~:II 
If. lR. lR. ~~\9~. 

"(Question:-) What is the eulogy here ? 
(Answer :-) This is the context here: To Maitreyi who 

is free from all attachment to mundane life of the nature of 
action, means of action and result thereof and is intensely 
longing for release therefrom, Yijnavalkya proposes to teach 
the knowledge of ~tman as a means to release and says that 
~tman is the most cherishable object in life and denies the 
cherishability of one's husband and the like in these words : 
'Not for the husband's sake, my dear, is the husband held 
dear." 
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"(Objection :-) lttman is not held out here as the most 
cherishable; on the other hand one's husband and other things 
themselves are said to be cherishable for the sake of lttman. 

"(Reply:-) Not so; for, if a particular thing is not 
chertshable some other thing cannot be desirable for its sake. 
Therefore by using this device, lttman alone is commended 
as the most cherishable. If lttrnan is (this) most chertshable 
'He (alone) is to 'be seen, and heard.' This is the eulogy 
intended here." PP. p. 1171. 

(3) Pralcas'atman says that all the three means are 
enjoined here; only the mst is primary and the other 
two 'are ancillary to it insofar as they help it to conduce 
to the desired end:-

(~) '~ ~ d flp;t '1CIfif' $eg4iMI« 
wtcn.~,~: 'arnqf.r~~~', 
'~ UjMiJdtci'(' $<'94"61(1« atiJdtciQIQ=t'( ~ 
'Qlif:' ~ ~ q=t~f4fGYile=tI'ki' QiMlQ4ilcnfii'kli 

~ JJrcfQt ~ ~ II 

"From the commencing statement "everything becomes 
dear for the sake oflttman' the enquirer becomes dispasSionate 
about everything e!se and desires to attain immortality, and 
from the concluding statement 'lttman being known 
everything becomes known', 'This is all, my dear, about 
immortality', 'The enquirer iIifirs that JFIf: (1ttrnan is to be 
seep.) states that Vision of lttrnan is the means to immortality 
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and to attaJn that (Vision) S'raviU}a (hearing about Xtman) 

die principal means is enjoined along with the auxiliary means 
Manana and Nkiidhyisana conducive to the result" 

PV. p. 29, 30. 

(4) VicasPali Mis'ra, is of the opinion that these are 
well-known to be means to knowledge and therefore 
they need not be enjoined : 

()f) 1n1(If ~ 11 ~ fi4fi1\i-'qt~<-iA I 

. ;r -13ql(lG!4S14t"'~: SI,fttfit".(MIC( Ii 

'fr. 'IT. ~-~-)f, 111'. ~~\t". 

"S'raViU}a" and other means, indeed, being already 

known, are repeated here by' means of sentences in the fonn 
of injunctions. Even this repetition is not Useless; for, it selVes 

"the purpose of engaging the seeker in a particular sort of 
activity." Bh. 1-1-4, p. 1173 

S'aDkara'. Verdict on the Matter 

63. We may now tum to what S' ankara himself 

has to say with regard to this question. In the course of 
his lengthy refutation of the Dhyina-Nifoga-Vida (the 
doctrine of an aspirant being urged to meditate upon 
Brahman), he states his position thus :-

(n 1fT § mq. ... IEiIi .. sf.J:, ;r 1n' "'""ld .. l, ;nfir 
~j fit; mf i"",f.""q\ijw;A.ft1 *I .. ~ad' t1iPn1 
1('1 . \i.SiqIUlra'''4Ei~! ~ • ~ 
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QllJiildiii,NflIqiiQfq 1'R ;r Ti'I«::tId"'llii( I ~ ~: 
~ alliiR4lGiQfCiqiiteil\ g;od\\1C5if.(l, ~ 
Si!'*"d~('U$llf«C5i(; awttU3ql~(u'§f~qii(Eil( II 

~- ~-~, 1fr • ~'( • 

... As for the notion of fire with regard to the well-known 
fire, it is not dependent on an injunction or on a person's wUl, 
but being dependent on the nature of an object of perception, 
it is only Jnana (knowledge) and no (mental) action. This 
applies to objects of all (other) means of knowledge also. This 
being so, knowledge having for its object Bralunan as it is, is 

not dependent on any injunction. Forms of verb ending with 
lin (forms ending in potential and other moods), haVing none 
to be urged and no action in which one has to be urged to , 
engage himself, become blunt like a keen-edged razor etc. 
applied to a stone etc. For, the object (Bralunan, in this case) 
can neither be shunned nor taken up." 

1-1-4, p. 19. 

(~) ~ 'ftfi f arnqf 'If all Q9.f: .mar:' 
~ ~1ii.'iilF.i lftR1R ? ~11itCiiSl'lf'dftiqii
fCC!jOOCii(OIP4t4lftt ~: ,I 1lr fi ~: ~ ~: 
'ft ~~, S1f.ft 'qT 1(' ~, ;r w dSlIt'tif;a. ~ 
R, dqlt'tlf.ijCii9 .... '.c:Ur.t \C4""ifCiCfiCiiI~Cti(Oi
\tI'ICiSi,f;ottnT.id( r"'9&lp SiN'm'Hi'Ci~iii ~ 
'amqr lIT all QSf:' ~ 1 d\'iiICCiI~qUllii 
Si''fiW''Ciq3ql~'" iliICCiCi*,gqfe(¥tt?t ._ ~ ~' 
(~-"-\9), 'Q ~ 4I4fql~QI\"tib"' $ ~ ..... 
.. $ fCilijloUiil( fq41ldl(q,\ 5T , fCilitloftiiiC(?' (t. 
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~-~-~~), '~ 1I6f' (f· ~-~-~'{) ~:II 
~. 'ill. ~-~-~, 'QT. ~'{. 

"(Objection :-) For what pwpose then, are passages like 
'~trnan alone, my dear, is to be seen, heard about' (Br· 4-5-5), 

(passages) resembling injunctions ? 

"(Reply :-) We answer - 'For the pwpose.of twning one's 
back on the objects of natural proclivity'. (To explain :-) 
Whosoever has a proclivity to go to external objects thinking 
'May I get what I like, may not what I dislike happen to me', . 
but gains no absolute good there, it is such a person who is 
in quest of absolute good, that texts like '~trnan alone, my 
dear, is to be seen' hUll back from the objects of the natural 
proclivity of the aggregate of the body and senses, and cause 
him to set up a continuous stream of thought towards the 
hiner ~trnan. And to him who has engaged himself in 
instituting a search of the ~trnan, is taught the true nature of 
~trnan by texts like 'All this is really this ~trnan' (Br. 4-5-7), 

'When, however, everything has become this ~trnan to this 
knower, then what could one seen and with what ? .... then 
whom could one understand and with what ? With what my 
dear, could one know the knower?' (Br. 4-5-15), 'This ~trnan 

is Brahman' (Br· 2-5-19)." SBh. 1-1-4, p. 19. 

Interpretation of S'ankara's Refutation 
of ~eeming Injunctions 

64. To S' allkara,~: (He is to be seen), ~: 

(He is to be heard about) and other texts which resemble 
injunctions, are only directions to the seeker of truth to 
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look inwards; the seeker does not know where to look 
for the means of absolute good, and he is told that the 

knowledge of Atman leads him to the goal. S'ravaI}a 

or hearing about the true nature of Atman, is 
understanding the meaning of teXts like .~ 1QI" 

(This Atman is really Brahman). 

The sub-commentaries therefore, are off the track 

when they begin to discuss whether or not S'ravaI).a and 

other means are enjoined and which of these three is 

the principal means. It would be interesting to see how 

the author of the Vivaral1a, tries to twist the above-cited 

extract from S' allkara in favour of his own theory of 

injunction : 

(~) ~ ~ ~ ~ i6l~~q(41 
fijGfijI~<iltd'fI*1'SlIr~ ~qoli~fC4&14fqfd \t1&j($I~)q 
~I ~, ~1",fC4M(O(1(4 ~:, ';f ~qollf~fC4fi1:i 
(tilCR1~thifl*1~ II 'Q'. fq. lIT. ~ ~ . 

"(Objection :-) But the author has shown that there is no 
injunction of S'ravaI).a and other means inasmuch as the 

Upanishads would merely purport to lay down an injunction 
and would lead to repugnant conclusions such as the 
non-establishment of the existence of Brahman ? 

"(Reply :-) True, but there the injunction ofJnana alone 
has been refuted and not the injunction ofS'ravana etc. since 
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there the repugnant conclusions referred to, do not exist. 
PV. p. 34. 

Tattvadeepana, a c?mmentary on VivaraI}a, 

supports this doctrine by remarking'lIlPfUr qgldIN4i{; 

fcffh EElC4I"d(dIN4Nm ;r ftRtw ~:' (pp. 35,36). 

"The Upanishads have their principal pwporf in 
teaching Brahman, but a subordinate purpqrt in 
injunction is admitted. Hence there is no contradiction. 
This is the meaning of the Vivariu}a passage.» But where 

do we find any hint in the Bhashya supporting such a 
'have the cake and eat it also' interpretation ? 



SECTION EIGHT 

RELATIVEDKPORTANCEOF 
THE THREE MEANS 

The Bhamati and the Vivara.,a 

65. The two wings into which the 
sub-commentaries on S' aDkara, are mainly divided - the_ 

Bhamati and the VivaraI}a Prasthanas as they are called, 

both agree that S'ravaI}a, Manana and Nididhyasana 

should all be practised in succession before the final 
Vision of Atman dawns. Only there are two points on 
which they differ with regard to these practices. The 
Bhamati school insists, as we have already seen (p. 96), 
that these means are already known to be conducive to 
knowledge, and are only enumerated here in sentences 
which resemble injunctions. The Viva.ra.IJ.3. school, on 

the other hand, persists in holding that all the three are 
serious injunctions. According to this school, moreover, 
S'rava.I}a is the principal means enjoined here, the other 

two being helpful to it in precipitating the resultant 
knowledge. . 

S'aDltara Interpret~ by Bhamati 

66. S' allkara's personal view in this matter may 

be gathered from the follOwing extracts :-
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(~) cdafQIPlrttqHOIISQcHiHR4iti ft ~: t ~-
ql"1lr~5iqIOIl.~t(r44ftl II ~. 'ill. ~- ~- ~. lR. \9 

"The intuition of Brahman is accomplished through the 
conclusion drawn from the investigation of the meaning of 
Vedantic texts and not through syllogistic inference or other 

means of right knowledge." SBh..1-1-2, p.7. 

It is clear that S' allkara means to say that listening 

to the Vedantic teaching with a view to determine its 

purport, is self-'sufficient and can .give intuition of Atman 
without desiderating any assistance by inference and 
other means of proof. \'acaspati Mis'ra, however, 
construes the statement as follows :-

rctiUH41E4q~14 ~cU~4IfqtJl~'&le;: I ~ fW 
it liii~ildf.l4rlHift.1'qiC4: II en . 'ill. G ~ 

"The conclusion of enquiry is the destruction of the two 
A vidyas (Causal and effective) together with their impressions; 
for, from that alone is possible the accomplishment or 
manifeStation of the direct experience of Brahman." 

VBh. p. 00. 

{This twisting of the statement is necessary for Yacaspati 
because the doctrine of direct experience (Sakshatkara) is 
peculiar to his school. The Pailca-padika and the Vivar~a, 

of course, lay emphasis on the Vedantic S'rav<l.9a and that is 

what S'aiIkara also seems to do here.] 
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(~) C4~"Mij'(, ~ q(lT.i\ .. <ftq .... f.tFGEI'~ .. Jt
fciN~~l4i( rCi~~q~ QI'UIT ;r ~"qq4q~lfq(dJ( - ~, 
;rj ~,;q"' ''' f.I~iij;W<n: t ~ 1JC!(1Tff QrPa 

fCif .. g'*'d , ~ fct~"q(d'l I ;r ~ ~ I 

q .... f .. f~I~"'<ftUq ",qOlq~qal~l( II 
~. tIT. ~-~-~, 1H. ~~. 

Again, as for the contention that Manama and 
Nididhfosana also beiilg en.jOined sUbsequent to S' ta~a, 

Brahman· must be subservient to an · itijunction arid not 
self-sufficient, we repo/ 'No'. For Manana and Nididhyasana 
ar.e for the p~e of intuition. (To explain :- If Brahman 
already intuited were used for some other pwpose. then, 
perhaps it might be considered to be subservient to an 
injunction. But it is not SO, for, Manana and Ni~dhyisana are 
also intended for intuition just like S'rava.I}a. "SBh. 1-1-4, p. 23. 

Here eVidently, .~'aUkata means to .say ~at S'ravaI}.a 

can itself lead to iptuition of Brahman, a;nd in the case 
of those that are not able to intuit Bralunan· by that 
means alone, the other two may also be severallY in 

demand for the same purpose. \'acaspati, however, 
twists this statement also and explains it thus : 

'~'Cf1'Iffr:; ~ q .... f .. f~ElI~ .. <n(;qC4-
CC4F('j(4if~4'l~: I ater 4iWI"'i",,,,IfGfCiN)q ;r ~ 

~ -~ $Iqaldf'4fd II' CfT. "fr. llT. ~~~. 
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"BrahmasaksliO.tkara (inunediate experience of Brahman) 
is what is called 'Avagmi' here. The meaning is that Manana 
and Nididhyisana are for Avagati sin~e ~y are known to be 
such by inference by applying the principle of continuance 
and variability. And why should Manana etc. be not deemed 
to be actually enjoined ? The reply to this is in the sequ~l." 

(In his explanation. of the rest of the Bhishya Vicaspati 
explains why these are not enjoined. Of course the Bhishya 
is quite innocent of all this.] 

(~) ~ S'1f.iSOlqci\;fl '11~1'1~¥IC4rCijq4C4t"UtiQ"f: ~

~: ~m, w ~ \t'S4'd~q d'{qqf~qiq:qi?l
Q3i4FC4gfitfa ~ Si('C4ICj~l'1ifq:qfQe~q I ' \tC$5Naq ~-. 

Sifttqr-tHFC4tJl f.tl:ldC4fflftt ;mr ~ irirs~ II 

~. 'IT. ~-~-~, lit. ~'~. 

"In the case of those, however, who have a keen intellect 
which suffers from no impediment of ignorance, doubt or 
misconception, with regard to what is meant by the tenus (of 
the proposition), they can certainly intuit the entity intended 
to be taught by the proposition 'That thou art' renounced 
even once, aDd so the futility of the repetition of S'istra and 
reason is quite acceptable to us in their case. For the intuition 
of~tman obliterates Avidya as soon as it dawns and there is 
no oider of enlightenment deemed necessary." 

SBh. 4-1~2, p. 462. 

'This is obviously in direct opposition to the ~eory 
of both the Bhamati and the VivaraIJ.a; for these 
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sub-~ommentaries insist that all the three mental acts of 
discipline, should be undergone before the Vision of 
~tman makes its appearance. Bhamati, for instance, 

says:-

() ~H<'Ii€tq~Fct \1'Sqij~StFct I - ~ 'q(qJ ~ 
'5I11·*.n~I'i4lij\jjldlt( ~~: II . 

CIT. 'ill. ~-~-~, lIT. ~~~. 

"The Bhashya sentence <Who is able to experience (the . 
meaning of the proposition 'That thou art') enunciated but 
once' means, having heard about, reflected upon and 
meditated for a moment, (is able to experience it) on account 
of the impression born of the repeated practice in a previous 
birth." V. Bh. 4-1-2, p. 933. 

[This view is imputed to Prasamkhyina-Yadins and· 
refuted in Upades' a Sahasri Ch. 18-9, 10 etc.) 

() ~ 'lci~qqcu(q5lfdqit: ~i(($l(ch:ql: I ~ 

1I"Cffif - ClIq::qIt{~qOlq"t.fh1(C6I{Wt1 fq"ElOIS4~c:hi\ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ClI(f<mi5l8lFct(fq ~ 
'lc:i~qr.:tfd II CIT. 'ill. ~-~-~, lIT. l~o: 

[Here the Bhashya refers to the gradual manifestation of 
enlightenment in the case of those who have to remove 
superimposition of the body, the senses, the mind, the intellect 
and experience of external objects etc. 
(C{tr"(+.jq.n9~qq4G"1I("tI(iUIif), and concludes that all thh 
effort at removal of the superimposition, is only befon' 
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understanding the meaning of the proposition. But in the 
Bhamati, the Bhashya is twisted and stretched to mean 
something else (by taking the word 'Pratigatteh' as a genitive 
instead of an ablative, and is interpreted as follows :-] 

"TIlls is only the previous form of the experience of 
Atman, the immediate experience. What is said here amounts 
to this : The meditation qualified by its tP.ree characteristics, 
which is practised subsequently to S'rava.J;la an Manana, 

becomes effective in prodUCing immediate experience; and 
so, the understanding of the meaning of the proposition, is 
the previous form of So}cshatlcara or realization." 

V. Bh. 4-1-2, p. 830. 

There is absolutely no reference to Sakshatkiira in 
the Bhashya, but yet the sentence which says that 'the 
repetition of S'ravaI}a and Manana is only previous to 

the understanding of the proposition' is forced in the 
Bhamati to mean that understanding the meaning of the 
sentence, is its.elf the previous form of Sakshatkara. 

S'aDkara as Interpreted by the Vivar~ 

67. As for the author of the VivaraI}a, it is needless 

to go into details in order to prove that he almost 
deliberately diverges form S' aDkara's express statement 

that the Dharma-jijnasa (enquiry into the nature of 
Dharma) and the Brahmajijnasa (enquiry into the nature 
of Brahman) have two disparate topicS to deal with and 
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that Brahman cannot be made subservient to any 
injunction by any subterfuge. He has devoted his entire 
Bhashya on the SamanvayadhikaraJ;lam (1-1-4) to ward 

off all sorts of efforts to connect Brahma-jijnasa with 
injunction-Vidhi or Niyoga that may be supposed to be 
necessary for enquiry into the nature of Brahman, and 
has boldly deClared that all talk ofUpasana (meditation) 
even in relation to Brahman, is only in the state of 
Avidya. (ijSilfqElICi~I~1 Ql1JT aqIWiqlijq;lfc;~: ~ 
~: - ~. 'i1T. ~-~-Ht "QT. ~~). These statements 
in the fourth Adhikaratza (topic for discl;lssion), and 

elsewhere are worthy of note here : 
i 

(~) ~ iJI$lOI~'iji"1~ CIT ;r q)~lfT.lgq:(ij1 
~: q)1~t3S1a~l: q;(l'Qf4!J,( II ~.'i1T. ~-~-~t "QT. ~~. 

"No reason can be adduced to suppose that such 
Brahman or its knowledge, can be connected with any sort 
of action." SBh. 1-1-4, p. 16. 

(~) ~ Slf(1qf~fqfiifCiq~ij~1 ~1I~SlqIOIq;~ Ql1JT: 

\'NCiMfqij: ~ Qr ¥1I('ASlQIOIC6,(t 

a~I"<tCiICfCiijq;q~I« ~ ~ I ~ if ~ I~ 
iJl6If\il~lijlt ~ ~: 'l"lCf¥II('AI(At ~ II 

11. 'i1T. ~-~-~t "QT. ~~. 

"Therefore we conclude that since Brahman cannot be 
possibly known through the S'istra as subservient to the 
injunction of meditation, Bralunan is only independently 
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known thrOUgh the S'istra, the valid means of its knowledge, 
inasmuch as the Vedan.ta texts purport to teach it exclusively. 
And it is on this supposition alone that the conunencement 
of a separate S'istra beginning with the Siitra 'Then therefore 
the enquiry into (the nature of) Brahman' dealing with it, can 
be justified." SBh. 1-1-4, p. 23. 

(l) q~ql,.q4a~uc71f.t iW.i$lcUCfCiIR ;r RJPTlQ~"'
~~~'~~~II 

'i. 1fT. ~-~-~~t 1fT. ~~~. 

"That texts regarding Bralunan, are self:.complete by 
teaching the nature of a thing, and do not Urge one to engage 
himself in any action, has been established after a long 
discussion in the Samanvaya-Sutra. " SBh. 3-2-23, p. 361. 

(~) i(e6C4lr~"'I<1 a1f1r Q4fcttJlmijiHQfoi1l: t ma1'fi:f-
94hMUISi'U1I : t ~ diCiiqanQrCCfilSiQi;Ci 1IaA II 

'i. 111. ~-~-~~t 1fT. ~~~. 

"Texts like 'He is to be seen' in the context of the 
knowledge of Brahman, are solely meant for directing the 
seeker's mind towards Reality and are not particular about 
enjoining knowledge of Bralunan." SBh. 3-2-21, p. 362. 

In the face of such emphatic assertions of S' warn, 
the Vivaraua stresses again and again that enquiry into 

the nature of Brahman is begun in Sutta 1-1-1, to consider 

an injunction : 
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<t T.f ~ 9ijqi~Qiiq~q(l1ilqi.n ~ ~: 
{tlij"'~gi!q~qil~ iatHtlij ... aijl~I"'lq ~«i;aqlCft4fqT.m: 
~ fCiQ(Q~(tlfQCilf<faqqQi(l1I3i1i~"qql.lfqC5ilN ~ 
~ ~ 'amm iijlf:jj~I{u' ~; ?Jmi,,4I\Qi(l\au

~ I qOiOif .. f«&iHiOic1tl) .,.qUIlfi*'~'d{51 ~: II 

1t. fcf. 'QT. l~, l~. 

"Having in view such an enquirer aspiring for the goal 
of hwnan life, the revered Badariyapa composed the SUtra 

'Then, therefore, the enquiry into the nature of Brahman' in 
order to detennine by reasoning, the three pre-requisites (the 
person qualified, the subject-matter, and the fruit resulting) of 
the S'ruti enjoining enquiry into the meaning ofVedantic texts 
conducive to knowledge of Brahman, the only means to 
release, this enquiry being enjoined for one who is equipped 
with the fourfold qualification. (This Sutra aims at determining 
all this by means of reasoning) although it has been already 
revealed in the S'ruti; for, harmony between the S'ruti and 
the SUtra, is desirable. We shall show in the sequel how 
Manana and Nididhyisana are auXili8I)' toS'ravapa." 

PV. pp. 31, 32. 

The critical reader will readily notice the striking 
difference between S' aDkara and Prakis'atman in 

respect of their introduction to Badara~'s first Sutra. 

S' aDkara says that all the Upanis~ads primarily intend 

to teach the knowledge of the unity of ~tman in order 
to destroy AVidya (~iwr: '~, 
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~1~Qi(C4fCiElISlfi:tq'ij~ ~ ~ ~. How this is, can 

be seen by a reference to the S'arlraka-:Mimamsa (the 

investigation into the nature S'arlraka or ]Iva who is 

really Brahman), as will be explained by S'aitkara 

hereafter: l:Im ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ 

'1I~~C!i4\qi('fl<:ii )jG~tf~&:(lq: I The first Siitra, accox:ding 

to S'aitkara, means <:itil<i'd('f1t:i4 (~) *"qfC4"'~H 

ahjJf.J1~I('f1 CIiO'CQ'f. Mter acquisition of the fourfold 

qualification (discrimination, non-attachment to 

enjoyment, calmness etc. and desire to get release), one 

should enquire into the nature of Brahman. There is no 

inkling of investigation into any injunction whatever 
. here. 

According to the VivaraIJ.a, however, the Siitra 

wants to detennine the purport of the S'ruti enjoining 

S'ravaIJ.a, and therefore BadaraYaIJ.a wishes to decide 

who is qualified to hear, what it is that S'ruti enjoins the 

hearing about, and what the resulting fruit of this 

S'ravaQ.a would be. The disparity is too obvious to 

require any further explanation. We refrain from further 

quoting VivaraQ.a passages with regard to the injunction 

for fear of prolixity . . 



SECTION NINE 

RETROSPECT AND CONCLUSION 

Yajnavalkya's Teachings 

68. We have arrived at the close of the Maitreyi 
. Brahm~a There is only one more Kandika to be 

discussed. It is th~refore time for summing up the 
teaching of Yijnavalkya So we shall enumerate briefly 
the results of these teachings according to S' aDkara free 

from the admixture of later accretions. 

(1) No one can hope to purchase immortality with 
all the wealth one can possibly acquire in this world. 

(2) Everything-in the universe that one loves, is dear 
for the sake of Atman, one's own self. So Atman is the 

dearest of all. 

(3) The Atman alone is worth seeing through 

hearing about, reflecting upon and contemplating upon. 
When He is thus seen, everything becomes known. 

[This does not mean that one's individual self has to be 
known; for, it is already known through the teaching of the 
revelation dealing with the ritual portion of the Veda. One 
who has studied the Vedas and performed the religious wolks 
enjoined therein, knows very well that one's self answering to 

the notion of 'r, is distinct from the aggregate of the body 
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and the sense-organs. Every believer in his own religion, 
believes in such a self perhaps. Yijnavalkya however, refers 
to the Witnessing Self of each one of us.] 

Knowing this Self is quite unlike the objectification 

of any empirical phenomenon by means of a concept. 
As S'axlkara puts it in his Upades'a-Sa:h.asri, it is the 

highest kind or" intuition vouchsafed to man :-

~d;iQcql~dlijq~l~ 'if ~ lIll I 

$«q,ISiijlm", 'Q'(: ms~ ~ n ~. ",-",. 

"Since the ego is revealed by Consciousness, and it is 
itself dependent on It, by destrOying this objective factor that 
highest intuition of the Self would accrue." U.S. 5-5. 

(4) The teaching that Atman being known 
everything becomes known, should not mislead one to 

suppose that something else exists side by side with 
~tman. There is absolutely nothing else. Alman is all 
that is. 

S' axlkara's interpretation of the teaching of the S'ruti 

texts that ~tman is to be known, is that the Natural 

Avidya which separates one from one's real Self, has 
got to be wiped off by Vidya. The common man who 

naturally superimposes the body and the senses upon 

the real Atman, transfers by mistake the properties of 
the not-Self to the Self, and vice versa. So long as he is 
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under the influence of this nightmare, he conceives the 
genuine :Alman as something to be known, and 

presupposing this Avidya for the purpose of teaching, 
the S'rutis teach that :Alman is to be known "and 

immortality attained by means of that knowledge. 

(5) S'rav3.Q.a according to S'allkara, is only listening 

to and trying to understand the teaching of the S'rutis 
and of the teacher about the real nature of Atman. 
Neither the S'ruti nor the teacher can co~and the 
seeker to understand Atman; nor can they point out or 
objectify Atman by describing him as such and such. 
This is true even in the case of the knowledge of empirical 
things. 

~qt",g(9l«4tf~ ~ CiiGtfT.i'l\ift<ffi ~ ~; 
~ (j lffir ~ ~ G¥tf~dc4J ~fQfqgCiit~4 I 
~"~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~14g(Qtffl I 

;r ~ SlqIOIl~HOII"4i!.1IS1fuo}sis~ f"~CR1fijl'1(QeJfil 

~ !j4f.t~CR1lSf'l ~ ~ ~, ;r g ~, 
fcii 'ffli lIr.Rft m ~ I ~ €IG"4?ONCld, ~ 
~II 

"Even when one has directed his attention towards the 
object to be known, its knowledge dawns. sometimes, and 
sometimes not. Therefore, one who wishes to impart 
knowledge to another, has only to direct his attention towards 
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the object of knowledge, and when that is done, knowledge 
appears of itself in conformity with the nature of the object 
and the means of knowledge. Even if one is urged (by the 
S'ruti), knowledge of a thing cannot arise in contradiction of 
what its nature has been ascertained to be through some other 

valid means of knowledge. H, however, one should think it 
to be otherwise than what it actually is, on the score of his 
being directed (by the S'ruti) to do· so, that can be no 

knowledge but only a mental act (of meditation). H the 
knowledge to the contrary should arise of its own accord, it 
would be only an illusion.» SBh. 3-2-21, pp. 362, 363. 

In the case of Brahman, of course, S'ravaI].aremoves 

the intercepting misconception, and nothing further is 

needed to produce the knowledge of the self-shining 

Alman. 

( 6) Manana is the use of reason based upon partial 

intuitions as adduced by the S'ruti itself or by the 

preceptor, or reasoning by the seeker himself in harmony 

with the Vedic reasoning. This reasoning may be of the 

nature of noting the continuity or persistence of Alman 

and Variability or evanescent nature of the not-self, or 

reflection upon the relation ofA:tman to the phenomena 

during creation, sustentation and dissolution of the world 

(SBH. 2-1-6). Manana has nothing to do with syllOgistic 

reasoning or dry speculation. 
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(7) Nididhjasana (also known by other names such 
as Lfdhyana and Adhyatma YOga), is a special kind of 
concentrated contemplation upon Atman which 
culminates in the merging of the mind in, and the direct 

intuition of the Universal Atman. It has nothing to do 

with creative imagination (ordinarily known by the name 

of Upfisana, or the Fatanjala YOga (mtended for the 
suppression of the modifications of the mind, as a 
prelude to Samadhi or dissociation of the Atman from 
the mind). 

(8) BadaraYa.J).a refers (VS. 3-2-24) to a state called 

Sainradhana or worshipful mood in which the devotee 

sees even the transcendental Atman. This has nothing 
to do with the l'atanjala Samadhi. The word used by 
the author of the Vedanta Slitra, means the practice of 
devotion, deep meditation, and concentrated 

contemplation and other kindred mental acts of spiritual 
discipline. 

There is another Slitra of Badaraya.J)a ~ 

(~-~-~ ~) (Samadhyabhavacca), which is meant for 

giving a reason for holding that the individual self is an 

agent of action. S' allkara explains the meaning of the 

Slitra by a statement that the prima-facie view is that 
even according to the Upanishads the ]iva must be 
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considered to be an agent, as otherwise the Samadhi 

enjoined in the S'rutis would become purposeless. Here 

according to the author of the Bhashya, the word 

Samadhi is a variant for Samadhanam (staying the mind 

on Atman) by means of S'rava~a, Manana and other 

means. It g~es without saying that there is absolutely no 

inkling of the Patanjala YOga in this Sutra, though some 

recent Vedarrtins have been misled by the word 

Samadhi. 

One important corollary, however, emerges out of 

the Bhashya on this Sutra. Since all the means of 

knowledge indicated by the words Drashtavyah (to be 

seen), S'rotavyah (to be listened to), Mantavyah (to be 

reflected upon), Nididhyasitavyah (to be contemplated 

upon), have been explained here as implying Samadhi 

(staying the mind exclusively on Atman), the meaning 

of all these, may be subsumed under the act of being 

attentive. This is the same as what is denoted ~Y the 

word Pra7}idhanam in the follOwing sentence from the 

Bhashya: 

~flf '~ ~', '$~qlq)oh .. ' - '$fu ~ci;jjj(fI€jC6! 

~ SlNltlI4QI:4 ~ ~, ;r ~ ~ -
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"Even in common usage in directions like 'Look at this', 
'Listen to this', one is directed to give a concentrated attention 
to the particular fact, and not to perform the act of knowing 
itself" SBh .• 3-2-21, p. 362. 

(9) S'ravaI).a alone is quite sufficient for the 

achievement of the intuition of Alman in the case of 

competent enquirers who are able to grasp the exact 
signification of the terms involved in the proposition 
'That thou art'. But in the case of those that are not able 

to intuit the identitY of Brahman and the self on the v~ry 
first listening, repetition of S'ravaq.a and Manana may 

be necessary to remove the different misconceptions 

concerning Atman (SB. 4-1-2). 

This repetition of the combined practice of S'ravaq.a 

and Manana, however, should not be taken to be the 
same as Nididhyasana as some have misconceived it. 

(10) While S'rutis recommending S' ravaTJa, Manana 

and Nididhyasana, do use verbs·and participles that seem 

to imply injunctions, these means do not admit of being 

enjoined, and as we find no context in the S'ruti in 

which any particular person undertook to perform these 
functions in response to an injunction, we need not take 
any notice of the serious contention of some recent 

Vedantins who suppose that Badaray~a's S"'arlraka 
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Mimamsa was undertaken to determine the person 

qualified, the subject-matter and the result accruin~ to 
one who undergoes these items of discipline. These 

seeming injunctions are simply meant, as S' ankara says, 

to direct the attention of the seeker inwards ;-

s::eO!Hf~~Iae:1 alN Q(Fqeil~&iw~fadl{iji&iNg fJ.nQi( U'
'5MRT: J ';J di&iClafJtlfClWSltli'1i: II 

~. 'IT. ~-~-~~J 'QT. ~~~. 

Qualifications Necessary for Enquiry 

69. It will be remembered that only the three direct 
means to vision ( S'ravaI}a, Manana and Nididhyasana) , 

have been mentioned and discussed here. The four 

indispensable qualifications including Nityanitya- Viveka 
and Vairagya, are of course implied in the character of 

Maitreyi. The introductory narrative also implies that 
even women, even though not qualified to perform 

Vedic rituals, may attain knowledge of the true Atrnan 

under a competent preceptor's guidance, provided they 
are otherwise qualified. 

70. Is there anything else remaining to be known 
or else done after the Atman has been intuited ? 
Yajnavalkya has answered this question in the most 
unequivocal language ;-
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"{f ~ ~f~~('4I('qls~ ;r fu ~swm ;r fu ~
s~ ;r fu ~ft«ft ;r ~ :r ~ ~~It'll(q~ 
~ fq\ijI:fJ41f~~Ck1lj4'II«'1lf*1 ~~u!t'llq~) (g&C4ii!t'lfClf4ifd 

~ 41~qM ~ II C[. ~-'-\-~'-\. 

"This is the ~trnan described as 'not this, not this'. He 
is ungraspable, for, He is never grasped; undecaying, for, He 
never decays; unattached, for, He is never attached; unfettered, 
for He never feels fear, and is never injured. With what, my 
dear, could one know the knower ? 0 Maitreyi, you have 
been given the teaching. Only so much, my dear, is 
immortality. So saying, Yajnavalkya departed (to 
homelessness)." Br. 4-5-15. 

After knowing Abnan the Absolute, there remains 
nothing more to be done to attain immortality; for, to 
know that Abnan as Pure consciousness the Absolute, 

is to be the Absolute. 

Om Tal Sat 
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